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FOR ALL WORKMEN, PROFE,SSIONAL 

VoL. IV.-No. 161:) 

WORK WORLD. 

A TOOL urgently wanted has been invented 
by a young North of England engineer. It 
is a lock-nut so constructed that, on its being 
screwed up, one half of the thread, for one 
quarter of the distance up, is converted into 
a buttress thread, which is the proper geo
metrical form to resist vibration. To slack 
it back, twice as much leverage is required as 
that which screwed it up. 

In ma.king cork sole boots and shoes, old 
pieces will come in very handy,_as they can 
be ironed over the whole of the inner sole 
-\vith a glazing iron, and when warmed again 
the cork can be pressed in. This makes the 
work more waterproof, holds it firm, and 
prevents creaking, and holds it well in 
position, while its top is cut and filed into a 
smooth surface . 

. 
'l'esla is to be outdone in the world of 

electricity. Another genius-in America
is announced. He, like Tesla, professes to 
have thrown away all existing theories of 
construction, and begun afresh. His wonders 
comprise wires without insulation, and a 
dynamo which is perfectly harmless, and can 
be handled by a child without danger. We 
.await proof of such statements, remembering 
that it is impossible to assign a limit to the 
surprises of a science so young as electricity. 

• 

. 
A much-needed reform has been inattgu

rated in the Ohio railways in the abolition. 
of ~he old-fashioned heating stoves, and the. 
compulsory adoption of hot water, steam·, or 
hot air as the heating medium. Funeral 
pyres, so often consequent upon American 
railway accidents, may now become things 
of the past. '£he legislation is clearly of a 
vigorous nature, as the penalty for non
compliance has been fixed at 1 000 dollars 
. l ' 
m addition to 100 dollars a day. 

• * 
Electricity is to be used · for transmitting 

the motive power in a large flour mill to be 
built at St. Paul, Minnesota. The enaine 
house, which is to produce 2,000 h~se
powcr, is placed in the centre of a large plot 
of ground, and the conductors radiate .from 
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this centre, carrying the po:wer to Edison 
motors placed in the surrounding buildings. 
Itisdifficult to see exactlywpere the economy 
of this arrangement comes in, but it probably 
depends upon ·some fay~urable local con-
ditions. · 

• 
Flexura, i.e., the steel spring, waists are 

introduced only by the boot maker "ho has 
thought tit to make them a speciality, but if 
the majority were to follow suit, it would not 
only be an advantage to them (by the extra 
money that can be charged for such goods), 
but also to the general public, for by this 
means a boot is ma.de firm from the back of 
the heel to the centre of the waist, and this 
is just about the length of the calcaneum, 
and gives it a support; and this bone, in its 
turn, supports the astragalus bone, and 
prevents unnatural strain upon vario~s liga
ments, and tend to bring about flat feet. 

Apropos of the gigantic water scheme for 
Birmingham, a proposal to utilise the waste 
water which percolates into the South Staf
fordshire mines is finding s~me favour. It 
is contended that, by using a double !)ervice 
of pipes, this water would prove good enou~h 
for manufacturing aJ?,d street wa~er~g pur
poses, hydraulic lif~, etc., w:hich would leave 
the present water supply solely for domestic 
purposes. On the other hand, experts say 
that for steam generating purposes the mine 
water is useless, owing to its ' liability to 
quickly corrode the boiler plates, thus in
volving constant renewal of steam boilers:~ 

• 

A Sunderland engineer. has been giving 
an eight hours day scheme !li trial with, his 
workmen. In the latter part .of last year he 
called them together, and told them that, in 

·his opinion, .eight hours per day was ,quite. 
sufficient to work, and · that 1\e wan:tied to. 
have· a practical test } but while :this- trial 
was proceeding the m~n would have to sub
mit to a 5 per cent. reduction in wages.-1 so as 
to recoup the employer for any loss that 

• 
might arise in business speculation. The 
men consent-ed, and the experiment · has 
proved successful-so much: ~o that the 
master intends soon to refund the men the 

~ 

sums reduced from thei~ wages. What we 
should lik~ to le~r~, ~owever, ~ ;:whe7h~ 
the men, wtth then mcreased " pl&.t " tJ.nie, 
are really the better off. If so, l;l.ow 1 , 
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AND AMATEUR. . 

[PRICE ONE PENNY. 

' - . . 
The British Horological Institute l1ave 

announced the resumption of the lectures on 
Gems, which they arranged to be given by 
Mr. W. J. Lewis Abbott, F.G.S., last winter. 
They were then interrupted by the lecturer's 
illiiess, and it is an encouraging sign to see 
that in one direction at least in London 
some attempt is made at providing advanced 
technical instruction to those engaged in 
tra-des, such as the jeweller's and lapidary's. 
Mr. Ab bott is well known as an expert; he 
can., and does, give most useful and interest
ing lectures, for he knows his subject well. 
Thanks are due to the committee of the 
Institute, not only for the course of lectures, 
but for the convenient time at which they 
commence-S p.m.; also for the place of their 
delivery, which is in the centre of the 
Clerkenwell jewellers' quarter. Rather a 
contrast this to the Goldsmiths' Institute at 
New Cross! 

* 
During the coal crisis, an interesting ex

periment in the use of oil as a substitute for 
co'al in, raising steam has been in operation 
·atBlackBanks Chemical Works, Darlington. 
A bOiler 30ft. by 7ft., working at an average 
pressure of 60 lbs. per square inch, is supply
ing power for working the steam engines, hy
draulics, and air pumps used in the various 
manufactures carried on at these works. The 
boiler is heated by oil supplied through two 
i in. pipes. A small pipe of superheated 
steam blows into the oil pipe inside the 
furnace with a noise which may be heard all 
over the works. The heat obtained is 
enormous, and there is no difficulty in main
taining the pressure of steam, which can be 

' regulated by merely turning a tap ; the heat 
~ is soiQetimes so great as to melt the brick
work. The oil used is creosote, which is 

1 made at the works, and the consumption is 
about.20 gallons per hour. The process has 
been adopted in consequence of the failure :· 
of the supply of coal caused by the Durham · 
miners' strike ; the cost, owing to the oil 
being manufactured on the premises, is less 
than that of coal. At night the oil is used 

' for lighting purposes, and the light from the 
orifice of a pipe 20 ft. from the ground, and 

' through which compressed air is blown, is 
of sufficient brilliancy to light up the whole 
works. This is a step in the right direc
tion, and goes to show that the resources of 
civilisation are equal to so portentous a. 

: trouble ev.eil as a cool strike. 

. 
l 
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Three noble tusks of ivory are now to be Maltese lace, and worked in lovely designs, 
r.:cen on the principal staircase of :Messrs. which tbe islanders themselves produce and 
l{odgers' works in Shelficld. They form a hand on to one another. The best of these 
goodly trophy, and are probably the finest shawls was valu·ed at £6, but' the price does 
teeth ever grouped together. The first is not appear exorbitant, considering that its 
9 ft. long, 21 in. in girth, weighs 161 lbs., and production was the work of seven months. 
is worth £ 150. The second is from the ' Underclothes of delicious softness, wra.ps 
Congo, is 8 ft. 8 in. long, 21 in. in girth, and gloves, socks and comforters, . and 
weighs 160 lbs., ~nd is v~.Iued at.£1?0. The 1 everything that _can be knitted for men, 
hollow end of tlus tusk JS 2ft. 6 m. m depth, ' women, and ch1ldren, including shaded 
leaving a length of 6ft. 2 in. of absolutely I wrap shawls in sixteen shades of delicately 
solid ivory. Another, which is also from blended brown and grey, were shown in all 
\Yest Africa, is distinguished by its ebony- shapes and sizes. The prices, considering 
lined surface, and is the longest of all, stand- that everything was the result of handwork, 
ing 9 ft. 3 in., its girth being 20 in., weight were extremely reasonable. 
130 lbs, and value £120. 

* * 
The Public Health Committee of the 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ARTIFICIAL 
LIGHT- A NOVEL FLASH LAMP. 

[No. 161- April16, 1892 . 
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and dimensions of A before bending. Then 
two pieces of tin were cut and bent in the 
vice to the shape shown in perspective 
at E. These, when screwed in the sides 
of the mahogany, formed grooves for the 
bent portion of .A to slide in. .A might 
have been fixed, but the lamp is easier 
packed or carried if it is made movable, as I 
made it. Then a slanting hole was bored 
in the mahogany to receive the tube, B, 
which was fastened underneath with a little 
tin clasp and two screws ; and the lamp, 
with the addition of two indiarubber tubes, 
was complete. 

Aberdeen Town Council has just taken an 
important action regarding the sanitation 
of the city, which it would well befit more 
pretentious cities to copy. Every house in 

'I had some difficulty at first in focussing, 
but since I have used my magic lantern to 
illuminate the sitter I can see the Jmage 
better ; occasionally I get the sitter to hold 
a taper or candle in various planes, and 
focus for that ; sometimes a piece of bold 
printed matter held in the hand of th€: 
sitter is an aid in focussing. 

BY ST. MUNGO. Having got the focus sharp, and the 
. . . lens stopped down to f 8 (it works at f 6), 

So much has been sa1d and wntten on thlS I prepare the lamJ.> by introducing about 10 
subject that I might well approach it with . grains of magnesium powder into tube B. 

For this purpose I simply remove 
the blowing tube, F, insert the 
charge, using the small blade of 
a penknife, three blades full being 
the usual amount; give the tube 
a tap or two, so as to shake the 
powder down into the head, re
place the t ube, and turn on the 
gas. The blowing tube is about 
2 ft. long, the gas t ube as long as 
may be necessary, according to the 
position of the supply. 

the town that could in any way be 
suspected of being insanitRry was 
visited by the sanitary inspectvr 
and the medical officer. The out
come of the investigation was the 
condemnation of a large number 
of houses in various parts of the 
city. The reasons which have led 
to this action have been either the 
insanitary nature of the structures 
themselves, or the fact that they 
interfere with the air space and 
the ventilation of adjacent build
ings. A step of this kind rigorously 
applied to London-say, in the St. 
Pancras and Clerkenwell districts 
·-wt·uld make certain landlords 
"sit up." 

* * 
An exhibition and sale of hosiery 

nnd other woollen goods from Shet
land took place at Ventnor lately. 
These exhibitions are occasionally 
held in different parts of England, 
with the aim of helping on the 

F'ig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 

SIDE VIEW • 

Flash Lamp !or Photography. Figs. 1, 2- .A., Tin for sprea.ding 
Bunsen Flame to ensure combustion of Magnesium Powder ; 
B1 Flattened Nozzle of Brass TUbe tbrough which Powder is 
blown; c, Bunsen Burner ; D, Piece of Hardwood; E, Tin 
Slides for De1lector, A; F, Tube !or blowing Powder intO 
Flame ; G, Gas TUbe. Fig. s:- Deftector be!ore bending. 

sale of the hand-spun and hand-knitted I diffidence, but it has afforded me so much 
garments produced by the Shetland island- rec~eation .that I am quite sure· my ex-

f h. h d, At d · penence w11l be of use to some brother of A. NEW 
ers, or w 1c a . epo was opene m the tripod. 

When the gas is lighted the 
utility of the tin deflector, .A, will 
be seen : it spreads the flame out, 
and when the magnesium issues 
from the flattened nozzle at B it is 
thoroughly consumed. After using 
some lamps which I have tried, 
the air was filled with particles of 
unconsumed magnesium ; that 
never happens with this form of 
lamp : the powder is thoroughly 
consumed. 

A professional photographer in 
this town is using my lamp, or, 
rather, half a dozen of them, 
daily during bad weather, and is 
much pleased with the results. 

IDEA IN DOOR - P .A.NEL 
COR.A.TION. 

BY CHARLES KELSEY. 

DE· 

1884 under the ausp1ces of Lady Aberdeen. .My first experiments were with an ex
Apart from this agency, from which the plosive compound of ~a~esium po'Yder 
workers receive prompt and direct pa.yment and chlorate of potash, ht Wlth a vesuVlan; lNTRoDuCTioN- DEBcRIPTION OF THE DESIGNs-

. · · f h · k' but this apparatus was SO little under COn- COLOUR i'REATHEN'l'-MA.TERIALS REQUIRED-
~helr only means of dlsposmg o t ~lr wor trol, and made so much smoke, that I =~~L~_:i?R~~~GG::~~A~~~uRSI~~ 
1s to local drapers, who pay them m wares speedily gave it up, and hunted around for oF THE ILLosTBATIONs AND METHOD oF EN-
from their own shops, and are not in all a better, eventually adopting the modified LARGEMENT-MAsstNG IN THE DESIGNS-AP-

r instances above sharD dealing. Between lamp which is illustrated: There is nothing PLYING THE PIGMENTS-SOHEME OF CoLouR-
- · · 1 b t t I pose but nw-FmiBHING OonTNE-CoNcLusxoN. 

the profits made by these men and by the new or ongma a ou. I • . s~p ' f ·n:r 
~ . I have never seen one JUSt hke It, and have Inflroduction.-Many readers o n ORK 

London traders to whom the goods are agam no hesitation in recommending it before possess some ability in the kindred arts of 
sold, before 1884 very little ever went into any I have seenl fo~ r~so?s which will be arawing and painting, and most of these 
the pockets of the poor women, whose only apparent f~oru the descnptwp.. . persons are animated by the laudable 

The basls Of my lamp lS an ordmaJ. desire to employ that ability in making 
source of livelihood is in many cases their . · · · d b ·r 1 . . Bunsen burner, whiCh 1s m no way altere . their homes more attractive an ea.ut1 u. 
wheel and needles. Smce the estabhsh- I got a piece of mahogany 4!" in. long, 2 in. To such, the accompa.nying designs for 
mcnt of the depot all the profits, excepting broad, and .a in. thick. About H in. from the• decoration of door panels will prove 
necessary working expenses, go to the pro- one end I bor~d a hole which fitt~d the acceptable. 
ducers while their work is sold to the Bunsen tube: t1ght enough to stay m any The p10de of their execution, now about 

' 't' b t t t' ht as to st1'ck t0 t..e described, is a novel one, the result 
lmblic at lower prices than a.re charcrecl for posl wn, u no .so lg ·. '"'• 11 
• b Then I got a p1ece of brass tube 5 m. long being satisfactory, and attained by a sma 
It at the . ~ondon shops. Some of. the and -~ in. external diameter. This I bent amount of labour: even professional decora
ahawls exh1b1ted were marvels of dehcacy as shown in Fig. 2, where B is the brass tors may ~ther from the description some 
and beauty, the mesh, though 2 ply, being tube. Next I cut a piece of tin and bent ".wdnldes' which may PfOVe ·valuable to 
as fine as the thread of the heavier kind of it, as shown at A.. Fig. 3 shows the shape . them. • 

• • 
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No. 161-.Aprill6, 1892.] WORK. 

These door-panel spaces exist in every green pigment on the blade of a knife, and size, which is the property depended upon 
house, ready. fo.r embellishment; and from mix: it with a portion of the g0ld bronze, for the work. · If, from the colour of the 
their conspicuous position form a favour- so as to form · a bronze of a greenish hue. ground, the size, when pla~ed upon the 
able field for the display of the decorator's If too much colour is added, the metallic panel, cannot be seen, a little of one of the 
art. lustre of the bronze will be· overpowered, colours mixed up with a little turpentine 

The original examples from which the arid care must be taken to avoid this. Then and added to the size will overcome this 
illustrations are taken were executed on the mix a little of the blue in the same man- difficulty. Do not work with the brush 
panels on the inside of an ordinary door. ner with the silver bronze, thus producing barely charged with the size; keep it moder
In the illustrations, to economise SP.ace, the a silvery-grey tint. Also mix some of the ately full . 
vertical stiles and the horizontal rails of the red with the copper bronze, and make a Applying tlte Pigments.-After the whole 
door are omitted, the panel spaces being similar mixture With the brown colour, thus 0r a /ortion of the designs have been 
alone shown. The designs will be found, so making a rich red and a dark bronze pig- masse in with the size, the work done 
far as anangement is concerned, applicable ment respectively. The orange may be should be carefully watched to see that the 
to most of the doors to be met with in mixed with the gold bronze, forming an size does not become dry and hard. For 
ordinary houses in towns; and will also orange-gold pigment. Thus, with 'a little this reason too much should not be taken 
lend themselves readily to the variations judgment and taste, ·a few lustrous tints in hand at one time. When the size is dry 
which may become necessary by reason of will be secured ; and these, with the three enough not to smear if the tip of the finger 
the panels; in the door desired to be decor- bronzes in their simple state, will be the is drawn across it, and yet feels a little 
ated, being of different proportions to those pigments for carrying out the work. All "tacky," the pigments must be applied. 
in the cloot· originally dealt with. the above-mentioned mixtures must be This is best done by having the pigments 

Desc1·iption of the Designs.-As will be made with tile powdered colours and bronzes each placed upon a separate piece of note
seen, the designs are treated in the Japanese in a dry state. · paper, and taking up a small portion, by 
manner. Those for the lower panels re- Gromul Colou1· of the Panels.-The idea is pressing a smooth part of the chamois 
present fish swimming in water, with a to utilise the colour already existing on the leather clown urron the pigment and giving 
few water-plants also indicated. The door as the ground colour for the designs. a gentle rub. rhis will cause some of the 
water is represented by the few ripple If the door has been painted in any of the pigment to adhere to the leather, and the 
lines at the top of the panel, and by a ordinary flat tints of buff, cream? grey, or pigment may thus be applied to the particu
few short horizontal lines lower down, green, provjding such tints are fairly light, lar part of the design where it.is required. 
crossing the· water-weeds, etc. Those for they may be so utilised with advantage If the leather is then gently rubbed upon 
the upper panels exhibit a treatment of a without alteration. If the aoor is painted the "tacky" size, the pigment will leave 
view over the sur-face of the water. A few with some utterly unsuitable colour, a. flat the leather and adhere to the panel. Thus 
flowers and weeds grow out of the water, tint of either of the before-mentioned colours each previously sized portion of the design 
some dragon-flies fly above, and some hills may be first applied to form a ground ; but may be tinted with the desired colour. A 
are represented in the background. In the care must be taken that it is perfectly dry separate piece of leather will be required for 
upper portion, the bough of apples ignores, and hard-~ot sticky in the least-before each tint used. 
in true Japanese manner, the parting stile, anything further is attempted: The great Scl~eme ojColo1t1-ing.-Taste will be neces
and crosses both panels-a treatment which advantage of using the existit;~g colour as sary in this operation. A pleasing result v.rill 
has its advantages, as it brings the two the ground is the fact that it will be much be obtained If the colours are distributed as 
panels into one complete whole. more hard and dry than any newly applied follows :-The high lights of the apples, the 

Colott?· 1'?·eatment.-This being a conven- colour can be. I strongly advise my readers centres of the daisy-like flowers, the gill::;, 
tional way of treating a landscape, the to work upon the existing colour if possible. fins and portions of the bodies of the fish, 
colours employed are conventionalised also. The design may, with a little judgment, be the bodi~s of· the dragon-flies, and portions 
Instead of trying to imitate the wondrous made to look well upon almost any col0ured of the blades· of grass and leaves should be 
variety of colours in nature, a few tints are ground. rubbed in with the gold bronze. The silver 
selected to rer.resent the different parts of Preparing the Panels.-!£ the paint of will be effective used upon the petals of the 
the design. rhese tints are formed by the panels P-resents a glossy surface on daisies, the sides and bellies of the fish, the 
bronzes-i.e., the powdered imitations of which it is difficult to draw, a rub over with wings of the dragon-flies, the ripple lines· on 
gold, silver, etc., and a few mixed tints of a little finely powdered pumice-stone, placea the surface of the water, and similar parts. 
bronzes and powder colours. upon a damp rag, will give a better surface The copper bronze will be in place on the 

This treatment emphasises the fact that for working upon. Indeed, it .will be wise rosy portions of the apples, the tips of the 
the designs form a decorative scheme, and to do this under all circumstances, care fins of the fish, the tips of the wings and 
that it is not an attempt to paint a picture; being taken not to rub through the colour. eyes· of the dragon-flies, the tips of the 
and the result will be judged accordingly. Size of the Illustrations and Method of daisy petals, and on portions of the sterns 
Japanese decorators perhaps understand Enla1·gement.-The designs are one-eighth and leaves. The silvery grey will be effec
this difference of treatment better than any full size, and may be enlarged to the full tive. on portions of the water, for the distant 
others, and for this reason their works are size by any of the usual methods. The one hills, and the half tones on the fish, on per
almost invariably pleasing. usually tadopted is to divide the illustra- tions of the grassbstems and leaves. The 

Materials Requi1·ed.-'fhese will include tions and the panels into an equal number brown tints will e effective used for the 
charcoal, chalk, or some similar material, of squares, making those of the panels eight apple branches, for the stems, and for per
for drawing the outline of the designs upon times larger in length and breadth tlian tions of the. l.eaves and shaded parts of the 
the panels; and a small quantity of each of those on the illustrations. Say the squares · fish. · ·The green tint will be useful for the 
the following :- on the illustrations are formed by lines, ':tin. · grass and leaves, and for the backs and front 

M~diums.-Japanners' gold-size and tur- apart, the panels should be likewise di~iaed, portion of the heads of the fish. The red 
pentme. only the lines should be placed 2 in. apart. may be used for the apples and portions of 

Pi,gnMnts.- Qold, silver, and copper The squares on both panels and illustra- the fish and leaves; the orange for the high 
bronzes, and a httle of each of the following tions should be numbered alike, and the lights on the grass. 
colours in powder: French blue, orange portion of the design appearing in each The leaves should be treated much after 
c~rome, vermilion, raw umber, and Bruns- ~quare of the particular illustration copied the style of nature's autumn tints. The 
WICk green. m to the corresponding enlarged square, of the whole ~should be treated s9 as to produce 

1'ools.-Two camel-hair brushes, or, as panel. . By this means a prop~rly enlarged a I?lea:smg colour effect, takmg nature as a 
they are sometimes called, pencils. One, a copy will be obtained. All these lines upon gmde in the distribution of the tints, but 
short full brush, for putting in the first the panel and also the outline. of the design there is no necessity to copy her slavishly in 
mn:sse.s; and~ longer and finer one for the should be drawn with charcoal or 9halk, so 'this particular instance. The use of the 
flm~;bmg outhne. These with a piece of as to admit of ~asy obliteration when they colours in powder will facilitate the blend
~nwetted chamois.leo.ther: complete the out- have se~ved .their purp_ose. . . ing df ~h~ ti~ts, s.nd many. pleasing acci-
fit. ?'hese matenals may be procured at J11_ass~ng tn tl~e Destgns.-Havmg got the dental tmts will also be obtamed . 
any.01.L and colour store, and should cost but outlme on the panels, the next step is to Ji'inislLing Outline. - The superfluous 
a tnti~n~ amount, as the smallest procurable take the large_st of.the two camel-hair brushes, colour must be wiped away with a soft 
quan~l~tes of each only are required. and cp.arge It with ~he gold-size; Yfith ~it dusterband the designs will then appear in 

• 
4v:~:y~? tit~ ~iun:tents.-Our intention is to mass.m _all the J?Ol'tlOns of the· design. . If their roa~ f~rms upon t~e. panels. The 

tr ejt t le lubJr~ w~th a fey; c9l?ured b~onzes; t?e Size 1s to9 thiCk to work comfortabl~, a last operatiOn Is by the add1t10n of a brown 
at~(h' to c

1 
° ~. u~, hsome JuchclOus mixt.ures httle turpentme ma:y be worked up·whh .it1 outline to give force and definition to the 

o t e eo our~ w1t the bronzes a.re reqmred. but the less of this used the better as it del)!gns. 
Proceed as follows : take a little of the I tends to destroy the sticky nature ~ftlie Mix a little of the raw umber and the . 

. 
I 

• • . 
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Designs for Door Panels. Figs. 1 and 2.-Upper 

Panels, left and right. Figs. 3 and 4. Lower 
Panels, left and right. 

vermilion together, grinding them u:p a 
little with the blade of a knife upon a p1ece 
of glass or a china slab, moistening the 
colours with a small quantity of turpentine. 
Then add about an equal quantity of the 
japanners' gold-size, and this will form a 
paint with which the outline may be made. 
( f this is found to dry "dead," add a little 
more of the size until a glossy, drying paint 
is obtained. 

The longer and finer of the two camel
hair brushes must now be charged with the 
b rown paint, and the design gone over with it. 
No formal outline round all parts must be 

-
) 
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made, but a few artistic touches are required Then, again, the strings are affixed by means -
so as to bring out the salient points and give of pins, as in the guitar-a matter which con
definition to the designs. These touches duces more to the elegant appearance of the 
should be placed on the shaded sides of the instrument than. to any marked superiority 
stems, on the edges of the flower petals, on of timbre-although the attachment of the 
the lower edges of the leaves, with a few tail-piece to the belly is by some supposed 
markings to indicate the veins. A few to improve the tone also. 
touches will represent the gnarled bark on As to the rich form of the "Arion " there 
the apple branches and the eyes of the can be no two opinions; and it need not be 
apples, which require also a few touches mentioned that there is no difference in the 
to express their rotundity and an outline manner of playing. Now, anyone capable 
round their shaded sides. The eyes of the of building a zither of the usual shape would 
fish, with the markings round the gills and have no great difficulties to contend with in 
mouth and on the fins and tail, may be put the construction of the "Arion," whilst the 
in in a similar manner. finished result, being a decided "thine- of 

A few touches along the surface of the beauty," should be a "joy for ever." Allied 
water will indicate ripples, and a line along to this is the "bar~" zither (~ sketch of 
the base of the hills will give the distant which I append in Fig. 2). This form of 
shore. In the lower panels the water will the zither was originally designed to accom
be represented by a few rip:ple lines at the modate a large number of supplementary 
top, with a few short honzontal touches bass and contra-bass strings, which, however, 
lower down, crossing the water-weeds, etc. do not appear in the drawing. Such ad-

Concl'usion.-This completes the process, ditional strings are of very limited use; but 
and though the description of all the details the extremely elegant design might be fol
of the process-often times required urgently !owed to advantage, especially as it presents 
by amateur workers-may make it appear a no insuperable obstacles to the constructor. 
formidable undertaking, in truth it is not so. With these few remarks or hints to those 
The worker, with a small amount of ability, who contemplate the building of a zither, 
will find that the result is easily obtained, we come to the real object of the 'P.resent 
and very satisfactory when finished. article, which is to describe the Philomela 

When the work is thoroughly hard, a coat and its prototype, the " Streich" zither, for 
of varnish may be given, but this is not· .tl!e benefit of the very large number of 
essential, nor altogether desirable, for the WoRK readers who, having overlived their 
varnish has a great tendency to destroy the opportnnitie~t can never hope to excel upon 
metallic lustre of the colours, which is one the violin. unly about one per cent. of all 
of its greatest charms. If the stiles sur- who commence to learn the latter instru
rounding the panels are of a darker colour ment ever achieve more than mediocrity ; 
(as they usually are in existing flat tinting), and those who really excel have attained 
the panels will be, as it were, framed in, and their proficiency only at the expense of 
their beauty enhanced. long-continued and severe application. 

Speaking from experience, I may say that In introducing to the notice of would-be 
any reader who is induced by the article to violinists such instruments as the" streich" 
take the matter in hand will be more than or "bow'' zither, I am confident of receiving 
satisfied with the result. The process de- the thanks of a very numerous class, as 
scribed may be used with oqually satis- upon either of these very elaborate violin 
factory results with other designs, which may music may be performed with only a few 
be suggested by the present one, and by this weeks' practice. Of the two, the earliest 
means the home may be rendered more form is the streich zither (shown in Fig. 3). 
attractive and its beauty enhanced. This consists of an upper and lower "table" 

or sound.board, of the bellows-like form 

HOW TO MAKE A PHILOMELA. 

shown, the upper one perforated with 
"ro_settes" or sound-holes of arbitrary shape. 
Along the centre for the greater portion of 

WITH 1\IORE ABOUT VARIOUS ~ITHERS. the length runs a slightly rounded fret-
BY .A.N OLD ZITHER TEACHER. board, full instructions for the division of 

ON page 390 of WoRK, No. 129, Vol. III., 
R. F. was good enough to give us ample 
directions as to how to build a zither. On 
page 747, No. 151, appeared a supplementary 
article from my pen, dealing with the string
ing and tuning of the instrument. The 
large number of ·inquiries and letters which 
have been forwarded to me by the Editor is 
a proof that a very considerable section of 
my fellow-readers are interested in this 
charmin~ and eminently simple instrument. 
Hence tne present article, which, however, 
is devoted to the construction of a cognate 
musical vehicle. 

First, though, let me suggest to any who 
may undertake the making of a zither, that 
considerable augmentation of tone can be 
secured by adopting the shape shown in 
Fig. I, which is that of the "Arior-" zither. 
This form was designed by a well-known 
specialist some years ago, and embodies 
several distin~t improvements over the 
usual type. Foremost among these may be 
instanced the greater area of the "tables," 
or sound-boards, which of course admits of 
a far greater volume of sound, not, how
ever, at the expense of any of the pure, 
distinctive tones peculiar to the zither alone. 

which into semitones have already appeared 
in the pages of WoRK. Four metal strings 
are used, attached at the "bridge·" end as 
on the zither proper, and strained by pegs in 
the ordinary way. The lowest is of wire, 
wire covered, and is tuned to G ; the second, 
also covered wire, is tuned to D ; and the 
third is a brass wire tuned to A ; while 
the fourth is a fine steel wire tuned to E. 
Thus the pitch, tunin~, and compass of the 
in-strument are identical with those of the 
violin. Great facility of execution may 
readily be acquired, as all the notes are 
formed by the frets ; while the bowing is 
done across the narrow end, which projects 
over the edge of the table for the purpose. 
A single leg1 with a minute spike, is provided 
at about 2 1nches from the tail-piece, while 
two others, somewhat higher, are placed 
one on each side of the wider part (as shown 
in Fig. 3). 

The tone of the bow zither is almost 
exactly the same as that of the violin, but. 
is, unfortunately, rather thin and weak. For 
the latter reason the Philomela, or Philomel 
zither, or zither-viola (each name is used), 
has been invented. This instrument ap
proaches very nearly to the violin in tone 
and volume, and may be regarded as the 

• 
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perfect form of the streich zither. Although loose or bad places should be cut out, and to buy two ! in. by 11 in. pine boards 6 ft. 
it differs very much in shape, and is played be made good with plaster-of-Paris or a long, and lay them side by side on the 
in a different manner, there is no easier in- piec~ of brown paper pasted over them. table, secured together by 1two battens. 
strument of the viol type; and all who have When dry, give all the walls a coat of thin screwed on underneath. Cover the top of 
given np the violin in despair are hereby size (as when clear-coleing a ceiling). The these with brown paper pasted on. You 
in,ited to make a trial of the "Philomele." sizing sometimes shows up loose pieces of will now have something to work on, and 
(This is shown in Fig. 4.) The neck differs paper that have not' been torn off. If this will not damage the table. Now cut t he 
frL1tu that of any other instrument, inasmuch is so, tear them oft~ and touch the places up paper to the lengths required. This is the 
as it is square ai1el of equal thi~lmess,throngh with size aga.iu. most. ticklish part., but, if you pay strier. 
its ·whole leuotb. It may be shghtly rounded Now cut the edges of the wall-paper. attention to what follo,vs, you will be n.ll 
on the fret-bon,rd, and the divisions of the The best way for a novice to do this is right. First cut off a length 2 in. longer 
hltter are the same as on any other form of to unroll a piece of paper right along the than the height from skirting to ceiling, 
zither. At the back of the "nut" or there- length of the table or faste-board, let- and tack it up in its place temporarily. 
:1bouts is a. short spiked leg, which rests ting the unrolled part fal on the floor at so that it is one inch too long at the 
upon the edge of the table in playing, while the other end. Then, sitting down, start top and one inch too long at the bottom. 
t.he broad tail-piece end is supported upon cutting the edge off right up to the pattern, Now offer the next length up not cut off, 
the bp of the pla.yer. A somewhat shorter rolling the paper up with the left hand as and you will see that to make the pattern 
how than usual is employed; and of course you do so. 'When one edge is done, turn match you must waste a piece. How much, 
the fingering is done with the thumb and the piece round and unroll it, again letting of course, I cannot tell, so much depends 
three first fingers of the left hand. The the unrolled part fall on the floor at the on the pattern chosen, the length of whieh 
!nJter is not curled round the neck, as in I other end as before, and trim the other is indicated by dots on the edge of the 
the violin, but is held in a drooping position edge, cutting right up to the pattern. ·A paper ; cut this next length otl' the same 
over the fret-board. Now, length as the first, and tack 
as to its construction, the it up beside it, making the 
philomela offers no difficul- pattern match. 
ties, as . the back and belly Now by studying these 
mav be left fiat ; though if pieces you will see what I 
~ha:ped, as in the case of the mean. The first piece can 
violin, a more elegant result now be taken down and laid 
is obtained. on your paste-board face 

The admirable articles upwards. Now the nexr. 
'vhich have appeared in piece, and make the edge~ 
these pages on the construe- coincide as they lay there ; 
tion of the violin and mando- Fj"'· 3 then look carefully ~et them, 
line-as well as the one •· and lay the second piece 
quoted, which deals with directly over the first ; no,,· 
zither building - comprise unroll the third piece, making 
all necessary instructions as the pattern match with the 
to the making of the ribs, second on the opposite edge 
which is the only delicate to that which matches the 
matter in making a philo- /; first. Cut it off, allowing 
mela. As to the size, the enough ; but be careful you 
viola or tenor violin may be do not allow too much. or 
tn,ken as about correct ; but you will cut into the block 
of course the neck is wider. for the other end of the ne:n 
Sound-posts are· employed, piece. Go on in this man-
as in the violin. Machine 11er until you have cut a.$ 
heads are usually affixed, .. many lengths as you require. 
but are not de ·ri[t1telw. For Now grasp the whole in 
the information of possible your hands ancl turn them 
inquirers, I may add that face downwards, get the 
the philomela may be bought edges all nice and even, and 
at about two guineas, but push the whole of the pieces 
that they are not much : Eig..' 

41
.. about 3 inches awa.y from 

known in this country; also Fig ·1.· :Fig: .z the front edge of the board, 
that instruction books for Philomela. Fig.l.-Arion Zither. Fig. 2.-Ha.rp Zither. Fig; s.-Streich Zither, lettincr both ends overhang· 
the streich zither, which of ordinarily called the Bow Zither. Fig. 4.-Philo~el.e, or Zither-Viola. the b~ard equally. ~ 
course would be applicable You should ha.ve an apron 
also to the philomela, are to be procured, 1 pair of sharp paperhanger's scissors is best or you will make your clothes in a dirty 
but only in the German language. Finally, for this, which must be done very carefully state ; one with a bib, and a pocket in front , 
that considerable proficiency may be a.t- and true, as we are going to butt our edges is the most convenient for all these jobs about. 
taine~ i~ a f01·~night, while the most diffi- together, and not lap t~em, so you see they the house. You next want a brush-a stiff 
cult Vlolm mus1c may be performed after a must be perfectly straight. The pattern is hat-brush will do, that can be washed after
few months' application. straight enough, if you only cut exa.ctly to wards-a clean piece of rag about the size 

I have endeavoured to say my say in as ! it in a series of decisive cuts as long as the of an ordinary duster, and an old wheel castor 
few words as possible, a.nd to convey my : gcissors will allow. The paper is now off a chair fastened to a bradawl handle for 
m~aning as. dearly as I could ; but if any rolled up again in the sall?-e way as it was rolling down the joints. These things, wit.b 
p~mt remams obscure, I shall be happy, before you started. Bear lll mind t.hat the your scissors, should be in the pocket of 
'.\'lth the. Editor'~ permission, to give any outside end of the piece is always the top of your apron. 
further mfonnat10n through the "Shop" the paper. Now proceed with the rest of Now for hanging. ·work your distemper 
columns. the pieces in the same manner. brush well into the paste, and clean it by 

· .... To make the paste, put half a ~uartern of scraping it on the edge of the pail. Keep 
HOW TO PAPER .A ROOM. flour in a clean pail, a.nd thoroug ly mix it the pail in one direction, so that you scrape 

BY ONE WHO HAS DONE IT. with. clean cold _water until ~t is of the the brush against the same side, then when 
consistency of thick cream, and then pour you lay the brush on the top of the pail you 
boiling water on it quickly out of a sauce- do not get the handle covered with pa'ste. 

A~L the old paper should be first stripped pan, mixing it all the time until it thickens. Pull the first piece of the paper toward~ 
oft t he walls. A painter's stopping-knife is i Then stand it by until it gets cold. Some- you, so that the edge nearest comes over the 
very handy for this ; but if you find it will ' times alnm is put in it; about half an egg- front edge of the board about half a.n inch, 
pull the wa.l! about too much, you may ; cupful of powdered alum would be an ad- and draw it to the left, so that it overh:\.ng:S 
leave those parts that are thoroughly stuck l vantage, but nothing else. the. board on t~e ri~ht-hai}d side about half 
to.theylaster; but it is better to take it all I You must have a good table to work an 1nch; the nght-nand s1de should be the 
(lf!·, bemg ca:eful not to dig into the plaster on, a.t least 5 ft. 6 in. long. If your bottom of the paper. Now commence past
Wlth the kmfc. Pull out all nails, etc. All table is not long enough, it will pay you ing this first piece, beginning at the bottom, 
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and pn.:-: tc the whole length of the hoard. 
You will see that you cannot paste the 
bon.nl, and the paste that goes on the paper 
at the Lack does not ma.ttet·. Now take 
hold of the bottom edge 0£ the }Xtper, and 
fold it h tck on itself, letting it ay lightly 
on the other pasted part without wrinkles 
and the edges coinciding. Now carefully 
draw it from right to left along the board 
and paste the rest, being very careful· that 
you do not let at1y paste get on the face 
side. 

:::>ee that your steps are convenient for 
your getting np on. Starting from one side 
of the window, carefully take the pasted 
piece of paper by the two tol? corners, and 
bring these next to the ceiling; see that 
the length han~ straight aud upright with 
the window. .ttaving previously plumbed 
the outside of the window frame, gently 
press the top part of the paper to the wall 
Just sntficient to hold its weight ; draw the 
bottom away from the wall and undo the 
folded portion, letting the whole length 
hang free of the wall except the top six 
inches. See that it hangs perfectly plumb, 
and with a downward sweep of the brush 
in the centre fix it there, and then brush it 
outwards both ways from the centre. It 
should now hang without a wrinkle. Mark 
on the face of the paper with the back of 
the scissors along the lir.1e where the wall 
touches the ceiling; draw the paper gently 
away and cut it along this line, brushing 
t-he pa.per back after·wards ; treat the bot
tom in the same manner. Now go over the 
whole with your clean cloth, dabbing it all 
over carefully, and roll the edges down 
with your wheel or castor. If the top or 
any other part wants a little adjusting 
gently draw it away from the wall, and brush 
it back to its place. Proceed with the next 
piece, t aking care that the pattern matches 
and the joint butts exactly. Go round part 
of the room in this manner until you come 
to the door, and then commence on the 
other side of the window and go round in 
the opposite direction, taking care to finish 
behind the door or in a dark corner. Fre
quently try the lengths with a small plumb
bob, with the end of the line fastened round 
a bradawl, so that by lightly driving the 
bradawl into the plastet· directly in the 
joint of the paper you can at a glance see 
how you are getting on. 

When you come to internal angles measure 
the width of paper you want from the last 
piece hung up to the angle, and cut that 
width on the paste-board, and then hang it, 
following with the remainder cut off this 
piece, and then start with a whole roll again. 

In all cases I should advise you to use 
such papers as will stand a lot of handling in 
the hanging, and from which any paste, etc., 
can be sponged off afterwards. 

English wall-paper is made in pieces 
12 yds. long by 20 in. wide, so that in 
measuring a room for papering, go round 
the room marking off how many 20 in. 
there are round the walls, then reckon 
how many len~hs you can get out of the 
12 yds., allowmg for waste; divide the 
number of 20 in. there are round the room 
by the number of lengths you can get out 
of the 12 yds., and this will give you the 
number of pieces required. 

One pair of paperhanger's scissors, 3s.; 
flour, 3d., must be provided ; distemper 
brush, we will assume, was bought when we 
did the ceiling. 

In view of the approaching warm weather 
many rooms will want re-papering-if com
fort and health are to be considered ; and 
they should be. 

1¥0RK. 

MICRO-P HOTOGRAPHY WORK. 
BY ARTRU.R. RENAUD (B.A. OXON.). 

DIFFERENCE BE1'WEEN ACTINIC AND VISUAL FOOI 
-PliECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN WHEN FOOUS
SING-.1\'b:THOP OTI' USING VERTICAL MICRO
SCOPE-METHOD OF TAKING PHOTOGRAPHS 
WITHOUT A CAMERA IN A DARKENED ROOM. 

HAVING now focussed the object, and got it 
clearly and sharply defined on the ground 
glass of the camera, we could proceed to 
take the negative without further delay, 
were it not that at this stage of "the pro
ceedings there is another matter which has 
to be taken into account, as, though it is 
quite immaterial to an unscientific gazer at 
microscopic objects, it influences very much 
our photographic work, which has to be con
ducted with great precision if the results are 
to be satisfactory. Supposing the camera 
and microscope have been fixed as directed, 
and the image focussed with the grea.test 
care, and a plate exposed and developed quite 
successfully, it may happen (and probably 
will) that the negative, in spite of the accu
rate focussing bestowed upon it, is neverthe
less more or less out of focus ! This, though 
it may be rather disheartening to one who 
knows nothing of the cause, may easily be 
set right by investigation. It is simply due 
to the fact that every lens, as far as our 
work is concerned

1 
is possessed of two dif

ferent foci-that 1s, one called the actinic 
focus, the other the visual focus. Now, if in 
any particular lens these foci coincide, there 
will be no difficulty, and when the o~iect is 
sharply focussed on the screen the plate will 
also receive a sharp image. But in nine 
lenses out of ten the actinic is not coincident 
with the visual focus, and consequently 
allowance has to be made for this in actual 
work. The correction may easily be made 
by means of the fine adjustment. One can
not tell beforehand what allowance is neces" 
sary, and a plate or two will have to be 
sacrificed to find out. Only, do not proceed 
unmethodically, and so waste the plates, but 
make notes of the amount of displacement
i.e., the number of divisions of the milled
headed screw which have been tumed 
through during re-focussing-necessary to 
obtain the best results for each objective 
you use, and these notes will then enable 
you to go right at once in future. 

A simple method of arriving at somewhere 
near the correct amoun tof alteration required, 
and which may very likely hit it exactly, 
is the following :-Take a photograph in the 
ordinary way at the usual visual focus, de
velop, fix, and dry in the usual way. Now, sup
posing that the foci do not coincide, the picture 
will be more or less blurred. Remove the lens 
from the object by means of the fine adjust: 
ment, until the image on the ground glass 
screen of the camera is just as much blurred 
as that of the negative. Take another nega
tive with the lens in this position, and you 
will probably have a sharp image. One or 
two trials will settle the question, and the 
amount of alteration required for that lens 
should then be carefully noted for future 
use. It is worth while to remark that the 
amount of difference between the foci has no 
influence on the good or bad qualities of the 
lens. Some objectives require no alteration 
whatever while others which necessitate a 
considerable movement from the object can 
be made to give just as good results. 

Mr. Wenham 'has introduced the idea of 
having a bi-convex lens of low power care
fully centred in a setting that can be in
serted in the place of the rosterior diaphragm 
or stop ; tlie chemica focus is thereby 
brought back to the visual focus . . If a lens 
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is found that will give the necessary correc- ,.
tion exactly, of course this method gives 
excellent results, but it would probably 
necessitate the choice of a lens from a large 
number for each objective, and the majority 
of my readers will probably prefer to work 
on the first plan. 

Mr. Highley's is a method of combining 
the object-glass and camera to~ether, which 
may be interesting and considered worthy 
of a trial by some readers. The sectional 
diagram (Fig. 3) will help to explain it. 

A tube, A, is inserted in the flange of a 
camera, which should be able to extend at 
least 24 in., and the front of it is closed by a 
plate into which screws the object-glass, n, 
the eye-piece and tube of the microscope 
not being used. Over the tube, A, slid::s 
another tube, c, which is closed by a plate, 
D. 'fhis latter plate extends beyond the 
upper and lower circumference of c, and 
carries a small tube, E, on which is fixed the 
mirror, 'F. To the upper part of D the fine 
adjustment, M, is attached; this consists of 
a spring-wire coil acting on an inner tube, G, 
to which the stage plate is affixed. 'l'he 
spring is regulated by means of a graduated 
head, K, which acts on a fine screw, also 
attached to the stage plate. Opposite the 
graduated head is fixed an index, L. '!'he 
stage and clamps, H, slide vertically up and 
~n on the plate, n, and when these are 
moved vertically, and the object-slide hori
zontally, the object is easily moved suffi· 
ciently to bring it into the field. This is 
rather an obscure description, but those who 
use Beck's microscopes, or others with sliding 
stages, will easily understand how it works. 
The amount of the object required being 
brought into the field by adjustin~ the stage, 
the image is roughly focussed by sliding 
the tube, c, over the tube, .A., and the fine 
adjustment is then used to get the details 
accurately focussed, allowance, of course, 
being made for any difference between the 
visual and actinic foci of the objective. It 
is said that: by greasing the focussing-gla:ss, 
which should be a finely-ground one, w1th 
oil, this arrangement forms an agreeable 
method of viewing microscopic objects with 
both eyes, and i~ less fatiguing than the 
ordinary method. 

We now come to a method by the use of 
which a camera which has no arrangement 
whereby it can be placed horizontally may 
be used with the tube in a vertical position. 
To do this a right-angled prism is used, one 
side of which is fixed to a tube which 
slides over the tube of the microscope. 
The image is thereby thrown at right 
angles into the camera, which stands above 
the microscope. Fig. 4 will explain the 
arrangement . 

.A. is an ordinary bellows-bodied camera, 
placed on a stand, G, which raises it above 
the microscope, E. This latter has a right
angled prillm, D, fixed to the top of ~h~ tube 
by a short brass tube, another one s1mtlar to 
which is fixed to another side of the prism, 
and slides into a brass tube, c, which in its 
t.urn slides into a square chamber, B, fixed 
to the front of the camera. The ri&ht-angled 
prism reflects the rays from the obJect on the 
stage of the microsco:pe into the tube, c, and 
thus on to the focussmg-glass of the camera, 
A. Having focussed clearly by moving the 
'tubes and the 'back of the camera (or front, 
as the case may be), the final focussing is 
accomplished .by means of the fine adjust
ment, H,. of th~ microscope. By this arrange
ment it is evident that the same method of 
iliumination may be made use of ~s in the 
case of the micr~scope placed. honzontally, 
as the l1ays of hght can be, reflected by 
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WHITTAKER'S HANDBOOKS. 
•• Messrs. Whit taker's valuable series of Practical 

Handbooks." -Electrical Review. 

Full Illustratt:d Lists post free on applicatz'OIZ. • 
DENNING'S ART and CRAFT of CABINET MAKING, 

2·,-9 Oltiu$trations. ss. · · 
"\Vc henrtily commeucl it."-Cabinet ;1/aker. 

LEL~N O'S WOOD CARVING. \Vith numerous Illustra
tions. Second Edition Revi-;,ed. ss. 

"I consider it the best manual I have seen.'' 
-11-1 iss H od£:S<'"• btSfructor ilL Wood CanJiu.,. in . ~ 

Jlla!tc/u:st.:r Tc·clmiral Se/tool. 
TRAILL TAYLOR'S OPTICS OF PHOTOGRAPHY 

AND PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES. With 6s Illus-- ·--· -
!rations. 3s. 6d. 

" An excellent guide, of great pradical 
use. u - 1\"atur,•. 

POOLE'S PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. 
22]'Iilu:;tration,;:-·3s. 6d. 

"It may be sn.fely recommended to all who 
take an i.n tercst in practical telephony,"-
Et.-ctr,citm. · 

MAYCOCK'S FIRST BOOK OF EL.ECTRICITY AND 
- MAGNETISM. 86 Illustrations. 2s. 6d. ·-·-

"Students who purchase a copy, and care
fully study it, will obtain an excellent ground
work of the s cience."-Electrical Rnli~•u. 

BONNEY'S ELECTRO-PLATER'S HANDBOOK. 61 
filustrations. 3s. 

".An amateur couln not wish for a better 
exposition of the subject-."-Electrical Review. 

PRACTICAL IRONFOUNDING. By a Foreman Pattern 
1\laker. ,og-ii lu:;trations-. 4s: 

"Contains much useful information for 
practical mcn."-bzdustrics. 

METAL TURNING. By a Foreman Pattern Maker. 81 
Illustrations. 4S. 

"A handy little work. "- IronmonJter. 
BOTTONE'S ELECTRO- MOTORS. Second Edition 

Revised. 70 iilustrations. 3s. ' 
"Mr. Bottonc has the faculty of writing so 

as to be understood by amateurs."-lndustrie.•. 
BOTTONE'S ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT MAKING. 

Fourth Edition. 6o Iiiustrations. 35. 

BOTTONE'S ELECTRIC BELLS. Third Edition. 99 
Illustrations. 3s. 

"No bell-fitter should be without it."
Buildi"Jt :Yews. 

SALOMONS' ElECTRIC LIGHT INSTALLATIONS. 
Sixth Ed ition. 108 Iltu:;trations. 6s. -

"A most useful book to all who have to 
do with iustaUations."-/nd•tstries. 

GRAY'S ELECTRICAL INFLUENCE MACHINES. 
89 Illustrations and 3 l''olding P lates. 4s. 6d. 

WALKER'S ELECTRICITY IN OUR HOMES AND 
WOR~SHC2PS. 127 Illustrations. Second Edition. ss. 

"'l'he work is eminently a practical one.''
Electrical R evie1u. 

WHITTAKER'S 
POPULAR 

LIBRARY 
SCIENCE. 

OF 

CHAMBERS' PICTORIAL ASTRONOMY. With 134 
Iilustrntions. 4s. 

"O}le of the most int~resting popular 
trea.t1ses that we have had m out· hands for 
a long time."-Daily ClzromCle. 

MASSEE'S THE PLANT WORLD. With 56 Illustra· 
tions. 3s. 6.r.-- --

"Its easy style. intelligible language, good 
arrangement, and many illustrations gh·e it a 
high nmk among books of its ldnd. "-Scotsmntt. 

WOOD'~L2GHT. With 85 Illustrations. 2s. 6d. 
"\Ye have here a popular and inte1·esting 

TcS1tmti of many of tlic facts relating to the 
nnturc and properties of ligbt."-Nature. 

Hatch's Mineralogy. Bolas's Chemistry. 

[bt the press. 

Now READY. 
200 pp., crown 8vo. 77 Illustrations. Pictorial cover, ls. 

A GUIDE TO ELECTRIC LICHTINC. 
By S. R. BOTTONE, 

Author of " Electrical Instrument Making," "Eleotro· 
Motol'8,"" Electrio Balls," &c. 

.A P opular Guide by a well-known writer, giving 
in clear ancl easily understood ln.nguago the in· 
fornu\tion necessary to those who wish to introduce 
the electric light into their dwellings. 

LONDON : 
Whit taker & Co., Paternoster Square. 
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CRAFT TRAINING.-With fit and proper 
zeal the Worshipful Company of Carpenters, 
in union with the Joiners' Company, have 
in progress another competitive exhibition 
of models, drawings, and specimens of 
work allied to the carpentry and joinery 
trades. Too much publicity cannot be 
given to this scheme, which will declare 
itself in May next, especially as the prizes 
offered are worthy of competing for, and 
are on a scale which should induce all con
structive workers in these particular crafts 
to enter the lists. It is the larger question 
of technical education, however, with which 
we are most concerned. It is in the power 
of these ancient and honourable City Com
panies to do more for the ca:use of craft 
training and the education of apprentices 
and others than any other public body, and 
it is a privilege which the Masters and 
Wardens of each should be jealous to turn 
to account. No action which the Companies 
could take would be more:commendable than 
that of inaugurating classes and competitive 
examinations such as would be calculated 
to promote the branches of the trade "they 
re~resent. By_this mean~ many trades in 
th1s: country m1ght be rev1ved~ and much of 
the old repute of English workmanship re
stored. Certainly no more effective blow 
could be given to the disheartening inroads 
of foreign trades and manufactures. These 
wealthy ·civic Companies number some 
seventy or eighty-some of them, it is true, 
representing defunct industries-industries, 
however, which in many cases might by 
energetic action be revived in this country. 
Speaking at one of the banquets lately, the 
Master of the " Worshipful Company and 
Antient Mistery of Homers" stated that he, 
hoped soon to be able to treat the public to 
an exhibition of articles still made in this 
country by horners, which might surprise 
many who regarded the industry as a tra~e 
of the past. We shall look forward to th1s 
exhibitwn with much concern, and shall be 
glad to give it all assistance in our power
movements of this kind being speciallyiden-

• 
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tified with such a journal as WoRK. May we 
suggest to this and other City Companies a 
careful consideration of the subject of sys
tematic and well-devised class instruction
on that liberal scale which they can afford
in the several trades with which the Com
panies are allied 1 If moved to do so, the 
London City Companies could set an ex
ample to the whole world in the matter of 
technical education. We will see if the 
Guilds will not stir themselves to enhance 
their great and honourable reputations. 

WORKMEN's '!'RAINS.-A matter of already 
great, and still growing, importance to work
men in large industrial centres is their cheap 
and easy conveyance between their work
shops and their homes. To meet this want 
something has been done by the railway 
comJ?anies · but still not much, when we 
cons1der what they might do. The latest 
cheap train in the morning conveying toilers 
to work is usually run too early for the con
venience of those working in warehouses and 
shops that do not open until 8 or 9 ; and it 
is no uncommon thing for members of these 
classes to come up to town by a 6 o'clock 
train so as to avoid the extra payment by 
ordinary trains. The time between their 
arrival and the opening of their shops is 
spent in loitering about the streets, or dozing 
-oft-seats in public gardens, if the weather be 
fine ; and if it be bad, refuge is taken in a 
coffee shop, and the weary waiting performed 
over a mug of cocoa, or tea, or cofl'ee. This 
is far from a stimulating preparation for a 
day's work, and it is evident that the 
interests of the employers themselves lie in 
the extension of the workmen's train service. 
The company that stands foremost in this 
movement is tlie Great Eastern Railway, 
whose liberal policy has brought them a rich 
reward, for towns and working men's homes 
have grown up all along that line in con
sequence of its cheap train service, and this 
has become its most remunerative traffic. 
As an instance of how far a railway company 
may go in reducing fares, take the trip 
between Enfield and Liverpool Street, a 
distance of eleven miles. The fare by work
men's trains is 2d. return-twenty-two miles 
for 2d! Eleven miles instead of one for Id. 
-the ordinary fare ; yet these trains pay 
the company better than their ordinary 
trains. The reason, of course, is that the trains 
are full, and not, as t oo often :happens, f~tll 
of empty seats. It is thus not a question of 
phi~anthropy, this reduction of fares, but 
busmess. 

WEIGHTS AND 11-fEASURES.-Thanks to the 
courtesy of the Speaker and the Serjeant
at-Arms, we were privileged to join in the 
recent ceremony of examining the standard 
yard measure and J>Ound weight deposited 
at the House of Commons. The bronze 
yard measure, marked "Parliamentary copy 
No. 4," and a platinum pound weight marked 
"P. C. IV.," were, by means of a balance of 
precision, and a microscopic comparator 
which had been specially prepared for the 
purposes of the examination, carefully 
tested ; and we can assure our readers that 
they need lia.ve no misgivings on the score of 
accuracy of. 'these important standards. 
After the immured standards had been 
compared, ·they were replaced in the box, 
which was sealed with the seal of the 
Standards Department. The soldering-up 
of the lead case, and the re-insertion of the 
stone in f1.1ont of the ea vity in the wall, was 
subsequently carried out ; and except some 
unforeseen odcurtence happens, the next ex
amination need not be made for another 
twenty year-s. 
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Novelties for Wood-turners. Fig. 1.-Double Needle Case. Fig. 2.-Pa.rt of Fig. 1, which contains the Needles. Fig. 3.-Stopper of Needle Case. 
Fig. 4.- Needle Case in shape of a Decanter. Fig. 5.-Needle Case in the shape of a Cannon. Figs. 6, 7, 8.-Napkin or Serviette Rings. Fig. 9. 
-Pin-cushion. Fig. 10.·- Boxwood Top. Fig. 11.- A Teetotum. Fig. 12.-Knitting-Needle Case. Fig. 13.-Pin Tray. Figs. 14, 15, 16.-Thimble 
Cases . 
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NOYEJJTIES FOR WOOD-TURNERS. 
nY A 1'UltNEl"(,. 

-.o-· --
NEF:nl.E C ASES-NAPKIN RINGS-TEETOTU~I AND 

'1'01'. 

Tl.iE articles which come under this heading 
are useful for a variety of purposes, and, 
when exactly finished, have an extremely 
picturesque effect. They may all be pro
duced in a very short space of time and 
with the aid of the most simple lath~ and 
tools ; and since most of them are of rather 
~mall dimensions, the labour expended in 
their production is not very great. 

Let us now consider the construction and 
use of each of these articles in detail. Fig.1 is 
a case intended to contain needles or pins. 
It consists of a turned handle having a ring 
fixed on to one of its ends, and two oblong 
cases, which contain the needles, fixed at 
the other end. Each of the oblong cases has 
its open end secured by a stopper of the 
same shape as those which are used in glass 
bottles. We will commence the construc
tion by making the handle. This should be 
about 3t in. long, and should have the part 
of the end where the oblong cases are to be 
fitted turned quite smooth for about 1 in. 
in length, as indicated in Fig. 1. This 
having been done, and before turning down 
the other end of the handle, prevent the 
mandrel of the lathe from rotating by in
serting the point of the index spring into 
the division plate, if your lathe has one. If 
you do not possess a division :plate and 
index, unscrew the chuck contaming the 
handle from the lathe, and fix it in a vice; 
then bore a hole with a } in. centre-bit 
through the centre of the part of the handle 
which was turned quite smooth. Be very 
careful, in boring the hole, that it goes 
exactly through the centre of the handle. 
Now finish off the rest of the handle 
'vith ornamentation, as shown in ]'ig. 1, 
or in any other manner you please, and 
remove it from the lathe. The ring must 
next be turned and cut in half, in order 
that it may be inserted into the hole bored 
for its reception in the end of the handle ; 
the tw@ halves are then glued together, and 
when quite dry, the place where they are 
joined is carefully pared with a sharp 
chisel, in order to remove any glue which 
may have escaped. 

We have now come to the two oblong 
cases, which are to contain the needles. 
These are made in the shaye shown in l!'ig. 2. 
A hole i in. in diameter 1s bored down the 
middle, and the end is turned down t in. in 
diameter for about t in. in length, so that 
' twill fit into the hole which was bored for 
its reception through the handle. The hole 
down the centre is best bored with a chisel 
t in. wide, and having its edge not quite at 
right angles to its length, but ground so as 
to form a slight angle with that direction. 
When both of the cases are completed, glue 
them into the hole made at the end of the 
handle, using a very little glue, otherwise it 
will ooze out over the flat part of the handle, 
and disfigure its appearance. The stoppers 
are turned in the shape shown in Fig. 3, the 
part which enters the case being made 
rather rough, so that it will not easily slip 
out. As regards the material out of which 
this article can he made, hard woods are of 
course necessary, and boxwood, ebony, or 
ivory would make a very handsome case. 
The appearance would also be greatly en
hanced by turning it so that the alternate 
segments are formed of ebony or some other 
{}ark wood, and ivory. 

We have now come to ltig. 4. This is an-

other needle case, turned in the shape of a de- Fig. 10 is a boxwood top, which is spun 
canter. It is constructed in the same manner by twisting the upper part between the fore
as the former case, a hole being bored down finger and tP,umb, and all?wing it to. drop 
its centre for the reception of the needles. on a smooth surface. It 1s about It m. in 
The stopper meets the top of the bottle at diameter, and the part by which it i.; spun 
the point indicated in the design by a dotted is about 1 in. long. It is turned with the 
line, and has its top turned flat and about point on which it spins facing the back 
it in. in diameter. Other kinds of needle centre, and is separated from the lathe by 
cases of the bottle form will readily suggest gently rounding the end of the upper part 
themselves to the reader; for instance, he with a chisel held sideways on the rest. 
may make some in the shape of hock and The point must not be quite sharp, but 
other wine bottles, and some in the shape of should be slightly rounded, by which means 
claret jugs. When the body of the bottle is it will be found to spin much better. 
very wide as compared with the neck, it is Fig. 11 is a tel!totum, also made in box
best not to hollow out the neck, but to make wood or in som·e other equally hard wood. It 
the neck to takeoff where it widens -out into is made exactly in the same manner as the 
the body of the bottle. former top, except that it is cut into an hexa-

Fig. 5 is another needle case, turned in gonal instead of a circular form. The num
the shape of a cannon. Its length may vary hers are written on the middle of the face:c~ 
from 2 in. to 3 in., and it would look best if in ink, or they may be done in black paint 
constructed in ivory. The stopper may be with a fine brush. 
made as shown in Fig. 3, or can be made to Fig. 12 is a ktiitting-needle case, which is 
screw into the cannon's mouth. You can meant to hold· a set of knitting-needles on 
easily devise other cannons of a different which some· article is being knitted. The 
pattern, some being made short and thick to arrangement consists of two circular pieces 
resemble" Woohvich Infants," others being of wood, which are made exactly alike, 
made long and thin to resemble :field guns. and have holes i in. in diameter and 1 in. 
You can also, if you feel inclined to bestow deep bored down the centre of their thick 
the necessary time and trouble, supply enda. They may be made in ivory or some 
trunnions, touch-holes, and the various other kind of hard wood, and can be. variously 
parts of the machinery of real guns. Figs. . ornamented. A hole is bored near the end 
6, 7, and 8 are napkin or serviette rings. ·of each, and they are fastened together by a 
The best way of turning them is to :first of piece of elastic 4 in. long, the ends of which 
aU turn a ring of wood, having a width equal are fastened into these holes by knots on the 
to the intended width of the ring when inside. In order to use the knitting-needle 
finished, and of the same thickness as that of case, the ends of the knitting-needles are 
the ring at its thickest part. Then re-chuck brought close together, and are inserted into 
the ring on the lathe, finish off the edge the holes which were bored down the centre 
where it was cut off, and turn down the out- of each piece of wood, the piece of elastic 
side into the shape shown in one of the preventm~ them from slipping off. 
figures. When wood which has a pretty Fig. 13 1S a pin tray suitable for holding 
grain is used, Fig. 6 is the best form, since by pins, studs, and various other stray articles 
presenting a flat surface it exposes the beauty of haberdashery. It is about 2~ in. high and 
of the grain to view. Ho11y wood is very · 4 in. in diameter, and when the stem has 
suitable for making rings of this shape, since, been turned and the bowl has been hollowed 
when finished off with fine sand-paper, but out, _it must be re-chucked in order that the 
'vithout polish, it has a beautiful ivory-white bottom may be turned perfectly flat and 
colour, which is diversified by amber polished: The bowl may be made of ebony, 
markings. the middle part of ivory, and the base of 

Fig. 8 is rather more complicated, and ebony. Care should be taken to render the 
would look nice if executed with segments intenor of the bowl quite smooth and 
made of different materials -ivory and evenly curved, since it is shallow, and greatly 
ebony, for instance. Of course, the labour ex~osed to view. 
and time consumed in making these rings Figs. 14, 15, and 16 -are thimble cases of 
are greatly lessened by turning a dozen or various forms. They are made in two 
more of the same design at the same time. pieces, which either screw together or are 

Fig. 9 is a pin-cushion consisting of a fitted together in the ordinary way, the 
single J?iece of turned wood, having a portion place of junction being indicated in the 
of its mside hollowed out so that a bag of desi~s by a dark line which, with the ex
plush or satin, stufl'ed with bran to form the cept10n of Fig. 1, is in the centre of the 
pin-cushion, can be glued into it. The case. A small hole can be drilled down 
wooden part, if, for instance, 3 in. in the centre of the stem of the lower part 
diameter at the top and H- in. thick, of Fig. 14 and when fitted with a smaU 
should be hollowed out so as to lorm a hole -stopper will be suitable for the reception 
2 in. in diameter and 1 in. deep. It must of needles. The outsides of the cases may 
be re-chucked, with its top turned to- be inlaid with spots of various woods, as taste 
wards the mandrel of the lathe, ·so that its may direct, and the pointed ends of Figs. 14 
base may be turned quite flat and polished. and 16 would be improved if made of ivory. 
The plush bag must be made so that it :fits In conclusion, I will state that the reader 
tightly into the hole destined for its recep- can easily devise various other forms !n 
tion, is compact in itself, and projects about which to construct needle cases, napkm 
as much above the wood as shown in the rings, ~nd the various other articles which 
desio-n. Some pin-cushions can be made quite have been described, and that he can orna
smali-about 1 in. or less in diameter-and ment 'them according to the tools which he 
fitted with bags stuffed with emery powder, possesses. T~e c.hief thing to ~e aimed ~t 
when they will form emery cushions. Others, m the · construct10n of these mcknacks IS 
on the other hand, can be made. 5 in. or 6 in. a good. :fin~h, and it should ~e constantly 
in diameter, and may have. the1r woodwork b~rne m mmd that a well-fim~he~ surface 
fluted inlaid and otherwise ornamented. w-111 enhance the aspect of an mdlfferently 
These' pin-cushions and emery cushions form ornamented ~rticle; w~ere~ a badly: finished 
very suitable objects for sales at bazaars, surface and nregular mlaymg, flutmg, ~tc., 
where they sell well, and will fetch a high wil~ quite spoil the ~ppearance of an article 
price compared with the trouble expended which would otherWise have been extremely 
in making them. pretty. 
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A. DRAUGHT EXCLUDER, 
TO MA.KE IT. 

AND HOW 

BY CHOPSTICK. 

WE are continually being reminded tl1at 
plenty of ventilation is a goo~ t~1ing, and I 
do uot intend to deny that 1t 1s so, but I 
think that everyone will agree with ~e 
that it is not a good thing fot· tl~e fresh au 
to be admitted at the bottom of the door ; 
and yet, how many houses are there to be 
found in which there is not too much 
space allowed at the bottom 1 In fact, if the 
door is well fitted at first it will not con
tinue so for any length of time, as wheth~r 
the sill be stone or wood (and the latter 1s 
the best, in my opinion), it soon gets worn 
away and in comes the cold wind as well as 
the r~in and snow. Several patents have 
been taken out for draught excluders at 
various times, and the.y answer very well for 
a while, but all that I have seen have soon 
got out of order, and then they a re useless; 
and as they are expensive as well, I put on 
my thinking-cap to see if I could not devise 
something better and cheaper, and the result 
was the article I am about to describe, 
which can be made for about one 
quarter of what the patented articles 
cost, and serves the purpose equally 
as well if not better than the best 
of them, and has nothing about it 
to get out of order. It is so ridicu
lously simple that I think any joiner 
would be able to make it from the 
drawings only; but as we are not 
all joiners, I will give a few explana
tions, so as to give all a chance of 
keeping out any future chilling 
winds . 

1-VOR K. 

released, the spring will throw it back1 
and thus raise it at the same time. Anct 
now for fixing. In the first place, force the 
two pieces open, and put a piece of ~in. stuff 
between them in the rabbets at tne front 
side, so as to hold them in the same position 
as they will be in when the door is closed. 
Then cut them to the right length, so that 
they will go easily between the door~jnmbs. 
Then scribe the bottom to fit the sill, and 
tack a length of indiarubber draught tubing 
along the ~bottom, with the tube part out
side, as shown in the end elevation. Now 
close the door, and, holding the draught 
excluder firmly down, fix it to the door with 
abou't four screws ; then open the door, and 
remove the piece of wood which you placed 
between the two parts, when the spring will 
act and raise the bottom piece so that it 
will clear the floor easily. All that now re
mains to be done is to put a screw in the 
end, as in Figs. 2 and 3, and another in the 
door-jamb, so that the two coi~cide when 
the door closes. These screws w1ll take the 
pressure from the wood and also give us a 
chance of regulating the article ; as, by un
screwing 1!-ne screw it will push the bottom 
piece down on the sill with more force, 

F ig. S. 

A 

Fig·. 5~ 

Fig. 2 . 
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SCIENCE TO DATE. 

Liquid for GUding Objects.-Gold bri>w.o mixed 
with a. solution of gutta.-percha in benzine or chloro
form is recommended for this purpoHe by a. German 
contemporary. 

Porcelain fr om A.sbestos.- :rt[. Garros hM in
vented a new kind of porcelain. Asbestos is gromul 
to an impalpnble powder, and made into a 1111~to 
with water. This paste ·ia moulded into the furm 
desired, and the object is dried in a 11tove. Jt !:1 
then baked in what is technically termed a "seggar" 
(a case of fi.reelay) for sixteen or seventeen hour~, 
and then the temperature is rai11ed to 1,200' '. A 
porcelain m?re translucent than ordinl\rr por~clnin 
1s thus obtn.med. It can be us~o~tl for tho hltra.t1011 of 
liquid.s, as acids for example; anrl it .ia nl11o cln!merl 
that 1t prevents the passage of mtcro-orgl\nlKm~. 
'l.'hus, a liquid containing 1,200 microhc11 per cub:c 
centimetre was absolutely ateriliso<l hy filtering it 
tlirough this porcelain. 

"Ginger -Beer " Pla.nt.-Prof. H. Marsho.ll Warrl 
has lately' brought before the Royal Socioty HOnl<l 
.interesting results of a. study of the ot·go.nillm known 
to villagers as the "ginger-beer" J>la.nt. Ho find:~ 
that it consists of a species of yeast living together 
with a bacterium. The latter organism destroys ~ 
substance, produced by the existence of the yoa~t, 
which is a poison to the yeast, and would stop 1ts 
development if not removed. T he action of the 
ba.cterium in decomposing this poison as fast as it is 
produced enables the y~ast to live much longer tlu_m 

it could by ttself. A case such as till!!, 
where two organisms live together for the 
advantage of one and with no injury to 
the other, is called in biology" symbiosis." 

Art11lcial Ra.in. - Recent experiments 
and discussions on this subject seem to lcacl 
to the conclusion that, when atmosplu:1·ir. 
ci?·cumsUr.nces a1·e favourable-that is, if 
there is probability of rain- then :\ con
cussion of the air such o.s is produced by an 
explosion may determine ib formation 

NOTES FOR WORKERS. 

GALENA is the 1>rincipal ore of lend, 
and forms extensive veins, traversing clay 
slate in Cornwall, and limestone in Derby-

For materials, we shall want a 
piece of yellow deal, 3 ft. long- 4 in. 
by 1 in., two brass plates, as Fig. 4, 
which is dnnvn full size-that is, 
3 in. by 1 in., and about 1"o in. thick
and a good stout lock spl'ing (Fig. 
5 ). To make it, first cut the 4 in. by 
1 in. board into two pieces, which 
will then be two inches wide ; then 
plane them up properly and rabbet 
each of them l in. by t in., so as to 
fit one in the other, as in Fig. 2. 
They can then be finished off to 

~
r--..,.~,~-o---------:;;8:--------~~::::o -
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-...,1 shire and Cumberland. It is n.}so found 
\; 1 in Scotland, Flintshire, and the Isle of 

~---~L------~-~~' --------------~~~ A Man. 
F ig . l.. • A. ooon soft varnish can be made by 

Draught Excluder. Fig. 1.- Back Elevation of Draugh t Ex
cluder-A., End to go to Hanging Side of Door. Fig. 2.-End 
Elevation of ditto when Door is open- A., Side n ext Door. 

.Fig. 3.-End Elevation when Door is closed. Fig. 4.-Bra.ss 
Plate (full size). Flg. 6.-Spring (full size) . 

boiling together for some time 4 oz. linsecu 
oil, ! oz. white wax, and~ oz. gum benzoin. 

AN electric letter stamper is being tried 
a.t the Post Office, Washiugton, U.S.A., 
in which the time-st.'l.mp is altered every 
minute . 

any shape to please the fancy. I have ! -while by screwing one of them in it will 
shown the shape \vbich I finished mine. ease the pressure in case we have made it too 
Now take the brass plates (Fig. 4) and tight. A coat or two of varnish would do a 
fix them on the back diagonally, as shown good deal towards preservin~ the wood, and 
in Fig. l ; they can be screwed on at first should be put on before fixmg, so that the 
and then marked, and afterwards taken back will get its share as well as the front . 
off and the wood cut away, so that Care must be taken to make these draught 
they lay level with the surface. It will excluders the right way, according as the 
now . be plain to all that if pressure be door opens to the left or right. Beyond this 
~ppl_ted to the botto:m l>iece at A. (Fig. l) that everything is vet·y simple and I liope that 
It w1ll cause th_e two p1eces of ~ood to ope1_1, non~ after this, will complain of.the!r doo~s 
as shown at F1g. 3. Now, th1s pressure 1s not nttm~ close, as the remedy lies m the1r 
~pplied by the door-jamb when the excluder own hanas . . 
1s screwed on to the doot·, so that the bottom - ---·• .. •"•---
piece is about half an inch more to the 
right haud than the top piece (or to the left 
hand if. the door opens that way). On the 
door.bemg closed, it pushes A(Fig. l) against 
~he Jambs at the hanging side, and thus 
forces the bottom piece in contact with the 
sill. _Now we are all right as long as the 
door 1s shut ; but on opening it, our excluder 
would ~mg ~n the floor, and this is where 
the sprmg (F1g. 5) comes in. This must be 
fi?Led (s_unk in level, of course) to the top 
r11ece wtth a scre'y throu~h the loop and the 
short arm abuttmg agamst the sinkino- in 
t!te top . piece, and. t!1e long arm abut
tt.ng agamst the smkmg in the bottom 
piece, so that on the pressure at A. being 

• 
REMEMBER,-That one cubic foot of sea 

water = 64'l l lbs. 
That one gallon of pure water= 10 lbs. 
That 6·24, or 61 gallons of pure watex = 

l cubic foot. · 
That l square foot of cast iron 1 in. thick 

weighs 40 lbs. 
That l square foot of cast iron t in. thick 

weighs 20 lbs. 
This is very useful when getting out the 

quantities m estimating, as 40 is so readily 
divisible by the regular divisions of an inch, 

That when driving shafting or machinery 
by strap or rope, the slack side should 
always be on the top. 

IT is proposed to erect a. fac-simile of the Tower of 
London a.t the World's Fair, Chicago. 

AN underground city, with streets of houses two 
or three stories high, has been discovered in 
Bokh:ua. by the Russians. It dates bo.ck to two 
centuries before Christ. 

NEARL'r all native sulphur comes from Sicily, but 
it also occurs in Iceland, parts of Italy, Mc:tico, 
South America, a.nd more or less in all Tolca.nic 
districts. 

I N' many German villages some trndesmn.n hns a 
sma.ll telephone exchange installed in his housr. or 
shop. This is connected with the nearest telegraph 
office, a.nd thus answers the 1>urpose of an official 
telegraph office in the village. 

.A. PATieNT ha.s been brought out in America for a 
new insulating compound composed of carbolic acitl 
or creasote, shellac, vegetable drying oils, nsphalt, 
gums, .or resins. 

JUPITER is 84,846 miles in diamctet•, nnu its mean 
distance from the sun is 475,692,000 miles. 

SIX sea.ms of coal, amounting to 14 ft. G in., 
have now been discovered in boring operations o.t 
Dover. 

THE specific gravity of any body is the ratio of its 
weight to that of an equal bulk or volume of some 
other body, as water, taken as the standard or unit. 

Tax Belgian Government will resume, from 
January 1st; 1893, the working of all telc}>hone 
lines in Belgium, which a.re now worked by }>rh·ate . 
oompames. 

. 
• 

• 
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TRADE : PRESENT AND FUTURE. 

• * * C()rrcsponclenre j1·on~ Trade and Inclust1·ial 
C.l!trrs, ancl 1Ycws )1·on~ Fac-tories, must reach 
tltc .b'clitor not later than 7.'t1C1iclap nwrning. 

HAHI'lWMn; TRADE.-The hwgc works in Sheffield 
h:wo settletl down ttgn.in n.fter the coal stopp:t"e 
a.!hl the mnnubcture of railw:\y rnn.tcrin.l is for tit~ 
most part! St\tisfactory. Onlers f?r mnrh{e gootls 
nru vf a. fntrly avera,ge charn.ctcr, w1th the exception 
of for the Clyde, _where trade is very slack. ~'he 
mnkl.!rs _of hydraulic-pressed shnJting aml of castings 
for mnnne purposes hM·e not lately received many 
lnr~c orders, and the slackness is likely to last 1mtil 
n. further nn.Yal programme is initiated by the 
pre;:cnt Government or its successors. Some owners 
of ln1:ge iron and . steel works, taught by recent 
r.xpcrumce, are considering the acquisition of colliery 
property. In Hochdale and district, the ironworkers 
:we uot doing well. Most of the foundries are work
ing sh?rt time, and, from th_e scnrcity of orders, 
seem hkely to do so for some tune to come. 

Co•rTON TUA.DE.-The Stalybridae strike has had 
n. fo.r-re.'l.ching iniluence upon thc

0 

cotton trade of 
Lm;c.'tshire., and is calculated to be fraught with 
ser1ous consequences. At :~ recent meeting of the 
Employers' Federation, it was shown that 91 per 
cent. of the employers in the districts of Oldham 
:Bury,_ Hyde, StocJ..."Port, H eywood, and Rochdal~ 
w.::1·e m favour of a general stoppa"'e of work. This 
clecision involves the stoppage of 17~500,000 spindles, 
and the non-payment of about £50,000 in wages. 

SRE'ET .l\IEnL TRADE~.-In materials, the London 
market 1s as dull as 1t can well be. For black 
sheets there is scarcely any demand ; galvanised 
sh~ets are ve~y little better ;_ consequently, quoted 
pr1ces are d1fficu~t . to reahse. . W olverhampton 
reports are v_ery sunilar, trade bem~ disturbed by 
nmnerous fa~lures. Some of the uon works are 
closed, and many only work irregularly. . Unless a 
~re:tt change tak~s place, several t?n-pla.te works in 
South ·wales w1ll cease product1on. Demand is 
almost nil, and it is as much as makers can do to 
ohtain cost price. Prices of sheet steel £7 10s. to 
£8 10s. ; sheet iron, £6 10s. to £7 10s. ;'tin plates, 
Bessemcr steel cake, 12s. to 12s. 3d. J.C., best 
charcoal, 13s. to 13s. 9d. I.C., block tin, £8910s. to 
£!JO per ton. 

CYCLn TRADE.-In the Midlands, trade still shows 
signs of. activity, notably in Coventry, Nottingham, 
n.ntl Le1cester, many of the firms working over
time. There is a tendency to reduce wages, the 
fitter~ and turners !n one establishment having to 
subm1t to a reductiOn on the ground that foreian 
competition is so keen, and foreign-made ma.chin°es 
are flooding the markets. 

SILVER ANfl CUTLER\" TRADES.-One of the 
largnst Sl1effiel<l firms has found it necessary to 
>ace their men upon three clays per week, ancl 
smaller firms have not been able to treat their 
c.1n.ploy6..~ so well. The dulness also affects the 
1'>\zor l\nd scissors trades, so that t he improvement 
which took place a short time ago has not been 
~>Hstainecl. F ew orders are coming in from the 
l-;tates, and the general opinion amongst business 
men is that there will be no improvement in trade 
lmtil the Presidential and General Elections are 
nccomvlisbed facts . Another large Sheffield silver 
firm is bringing out a new process of decorating 
silver goods by hydraulic presstuc, representing 
chased, embossed, and cng1·aved work generally. 
The present difficulty is the matching of different 
sized articles of the same shape. . 

BOO'l' AND SHOE TRAOE.-There is not the busi
nc~<s stir that generally runs with the first of workers' 
holidays. In London, the best hn.ncl-sewn work is 
looking more brisk. The Union Machinery Co., Ltd., 
the VtLmpbcll Mn.chinery Co., and the .Rockingham 
l\In,chiuery Co., have combined together, and formed 
themselves into the Union Boot & Shoe l\fn.chine1·y 
Co. , I. tel. Tltis alliance of three good companies 
l<houl<l be of grc>at tmde benefit to more than those 
directly concerned. 

B UILOING TnADE.-ln Rochdale and district, 
mn.tters still keep in a very prosperous condition. 
The prosperity i!! having its effect on the workmen. 
'fhc bricklayer!!' labourers baving given notice of 
nn. l\dvnnce of a halfpenny per hour, and it not 
bcmg concedell by the masters, the men a truck work. 

ENGINf:EmNG TRADE. - Increased depression 
marks the l\llmchester trn.de in almost every 
department, with, perhaps, the exception of boiler
!llakcrs, who rrport a fair amount of new work 
oming forwarcl . The large Lanca.sbire textile 

.nachinists continue birly busy with orders in haml, 
but the futmc prospects in this section are by no 
means encouraging. Marine engineering in the 

• 
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Lancashire clistrict is in a. most depressed state-the 
o!llY work of o.ny importance secured by the prin· 
c1pal ~ersey firms being in connection with the 
conversu~n of comp?und marine engines into those 
~f the tr1ple ex~ans1on type; one or two Liverpool 
firms have a fau amount of this kind of work in 
hand n.t present. In .recognition of the depressed 
st~te of trade, the sk1lled workmen in the Mersey 
slupyards have accepted a reduction of 5 per cent. 
upon the rates lately prevailing; while the fifty-three 
hours movement ap1>ears to have been abandoned 
by the en~ine~rs in .the _Liverpool district. In the 
Barrow .d1str1ct, ship~uilders continue busy, and 
both engmeers and boiler-makers are still well em
ployed. The un.settled conclition of the iron trade 
continues, and the majority of the furnaces in the 
north of Engln.nd are da.mped down. There is 
scarcely any disposition to buy, and the ·demand 
fo1· both raw and manufactured material is small. 
JE~VELLERY TMDE.-There is but very little to 

be satd of the jewellery trade in London. That a 
sligl~t ~ovement is ~bsery~ble is without question, 
but 1t 1s confined to mq1ur1es and demands for this 
or that ar ticle on "appro.," and in most cases it 
is returned within a day or two. One of the signs 
of_ bad trade-i.e., prolonged stock-taking or inter
mittent attacks of stock-taking- is still present. 
Altogeth~r, the tra.vell~r's j~b is· not, at present, a. 
very env1able one ; ne1ther lS the workman's for 
that matter, for if the one cannot book order; the 
other cannot hAve the job to execute them, an'd to 
show new goods now is to spoil the ma.rket when 
the trade does wake up. One hears the same story 
of very little to do from nearly all branches-en
gravers, enamellers, and stone dealers included. 

MINING TRADE.-Wheal-Eliza sett and materi......._...1 
are offered for sale. It has been very rich in its 
time as a semi-private undertaking, £70,000 having 
bee_n p~id .in divid~nds. It still employs 250 hands, 
wh1le 1t 1s }>ract1cally the sole representative of 
mining left in what was once one of the most 
famous mining districts of Celltra.l Cornwall. Tin 
ticketing.-30% tons of tin ore on offer at Redruth 
brought the a.vera.ge price of £50 18s. 2d .. , a.gainst 
recent prices of £51 4s. 1d. and £51 2s. ld. 

TIMBER TR.ADE.-Some 3rd white matching FAS 
m~rk w~s sold recently for ~s. 9d. per square, a. 
pnce wh1ch could not have given much profit to· the 
1mporter. As the demand for this cla.ss of goods is 
yery limited, and the supply large, it will account, 
m some measure, for the small amount given. 
Among other lots were the following : 10 ft. 3 by 11 
2nd pine, £14 5s. ; 12 ft. 3 by h 2nd pine1 £15 15s.; 
13 ft. 3 by 11 1st pine, £23 5s. (a small lot only) ; 
13 ft. 3 by 9 3rd spruce, £7 15s. ; HA.B 3 by 9 3rd 
yellow, £13 ; P FW 3 by 9 4th yellow, £9 15s. ; 
A.BA 3 by 9 6th yellow, £5 2s. 6d. ; S x W H by 7 
3rd yellow flooring, 9s. 6d.; SxW h by 1 3\'d 
yellow flooring, 6s. 9d. 

SUOP : 
A CORNER FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO TALK IT. 

1.- L!CTTERS FROM CORRESPONDENTS. 
Lactltis. - W. J . F. (London, E.O.) writes :

"There would seem to be little connectiOn between 
milk and ivory at first glance; but our clever and in
ventive transatlantic relations have discovered a 
method by which the former liquici can be changed 
into hard 11.nd strong 'la.ctitis,' which is the n11.me 
given to this newly discovered way of obtaining 
ivory

1 
and which, being both hard and strong, is suit

able ror the manufacture of such articles as billiard
balls, combs, knife-hMdles, and penholders. This 
important discovery was explained at some length 
in the scientific chronicle of a. recent issue of the 
American Quarterly Catholic Review, and some of 
the readers of W o RK may possibly be interested in 
the following extract, which fully explains the 
mod·u.s ope1·andi to be followed :-' The milk is first 
coagulated, liS in the process of making cheese. 
This is then strained, and the whey rejected. 1'en 
pounds of the curd are taken, and mixed with o. 
solution of 31bs. of borax in three quarts of water. 
'fhis mixture is now placed in a suitable vessel over 
n. slow fire, and left there until it separates into two 
parts-the one as th.in as water, the other rather 
thicker : somewhat resembling melted gelatine. The 
watery part is next drawn off, a.nd to the residue is 
added a solution of one pound of a mineral salt in 
three pints of water. Almost any mineral salt will 
answer-for exnm~le, su~ar-of-lead, copperas, blue 
or white vitriol. 'lhis brmgs about another separa
tion of the mass into a liquid and a mushy solid. 
The liquid is again got rid of by straining, or better, 
by filtering. At this point, if desired, colouring 
matter may be added ; if not, the final product will 
be white. 'l'he solid is now subjected to heavy 
pressure in moulds of any desired shape, a.nd after
wards dried under very great heat. The resulting 

I product, which has been named "Lactitis," is very 
hard and strong.' Such a discovery as this cannot 
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fail to prove profitable to those who ha.ve found it 
out." 
Teati.D~ for Accuracy_ -J. C. K (London 

N. W::> Writes:-" I read the statements of tests, and 
that 1s why I remarked upon them. To test when 
the work is fi.uished is a doubtful plan, and what a 
bungle to alter then ! Assuming true square of 
angles and lengths of sides of frame where and 
why the necessity for testing~ And 'if the work 
shows inaccuracy by the diagonal tests, to re-mitre 
the corners-for they would be all wron~-if there 
were any visible errors 1 Suppose a frammg of 4 ft 
by 5 ~t. to be tested diagonally by the lath-rule anci 
the b1~ of chalk ; and to be quite accurate in chalk 
markmg, a square must be set on fioor or flat sur
face. to mark up true in the acute angle, or H 
outside the frame, a mate must put his finger to the 
end o! the lath-rule while the measures are made 
after asking, • N9w, areyouright1'and the important 
chalk or pencil mark is made for one diagonal. 
'fhen th~ f!1eas~reof the others becomes momentous, 
and t~e IDJunctlon for the mate's finger-tip to do its 
duty 1s-' Now, be sure you're right.' If alike, how 
exultant must be Jl'Jan and mate I But if wrong~ 
'l'he hea.d. is scratched, perhaps there is a clicking 
of tongue-' te! te ! te I' - of disappointment, and 
the square is applied to the corners to find out 
which of two are in or out of square; then perhaps 
len~tbs of order of frame are measured, and the 
tw1st o~ frame looked to. I have seen it done, 
and pomted out to men that it is an unscientific 
hedge-carpenter's plan- near enough for gates and 
hurdles, if the eye is not trained for accurate estimate 
of.m~u:r;e of sqch rough work. Three places to test 
Winding IS better than two. G. P -says the opposite 
sides of a trapezoid are not e!lual in length. If the 
side!! projecting from a base-hne are not equal, how 
can 1t be a. trapezoid~ J. S. says it is a • storm in a 
teapot ' ; he is right, as storms there are so harmless. 
But I want the readers of WoRK to be right as two 
• T'B',' and not go the wrong way to work. We all 
mean the same, and I o.rn pleased to meet such 
genial fellow-workers, as it is obvious the intentions 
of all are for the welfare of WoRK." 

Soldering Connectlons.-C. H. L. (Falmouth) 
writes:-"The following is an arrangement for 
so_lderin.g join~ in electric bell work, and for elec
trlcal connections generally. This arrangement 
serves to illustrate the old ad~~.ge that' Necessity is 
the mother of Invention.' ID. the course of my 
electrical pursuits I have often found the • sol
dering-bit to be inconvenient, for various reasons : 
tire not being available, awkwa.rd position of wires, 
etc. I found it necessary that some method must 
be adopted. I ha"e never come across anything of 
the kind in my experience, so hope this will prove of 
service to others. All the apparatus required can be 
made by an amateur, and for a very small onUay. 
In the first place, an ordinary methylated spirit lamp, 
as shown in the diagram below, is necessary. Then, 
from a piece of sheet-copper, make a r eceptacle for 
the solder, about the s ize and shape of an ordinary 
watch-glass. This copper can be • hollowed • in the 

a 

Lamp and Soldering Apparatus complete, with 
Wire being soldered-A, Copper Receptacle ; 
B, Wire twisted to ftt over Neck of Lamp. 

following manner : Procure a. short piece of metal 
tubing about 1~ in. in diameter, and the gong of 
a bell about the same size. By placing the sheet
copper over the hole of the tube, and forcing the 
bowl·shaped part of the gong inwards, the copper 
is compressed into the tube, and becomes the re
quired shape. The edge of this copper vessel is 
tben bent around a piece of wire, which is twisted 
as in the desiirl, and serves to hold it over the tlame. 
A little soldens put in the copper vessel, and the lamp 
lit. The wire to be soldered is bent a little round
ing so that the joint can be immersed in the molten 
solder after the • ftux' has been applied. Joints <:an 
thus be soldered with surprising ease, and in a very 
little time, thus doing away with the excuse, so 
often given, why the joint8 are allowed to be 
'dry,' which is the cause of a ma'ority of faults in 
electrical work: this, no doubt, prejudicing a large 
number of people against electric bells." 

II.- QUESTIONS ANSWERED 'BY EDITOR AND STAFF. 
Gas Burnera.- E . T. (Dolton).-Peebles burners 

are made in eight different sizes. They may be 
procured from any ironmonger, and are usually 
sold at ls. Sd. each. ~'hey are fitted with a patent 
governor, which checks the · pressure of gas, thus 
ensuring a steady fiame and economising the con· 
sumption.-T. W. 

I 
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Greenhouse and Dovetailing.- F. C. (Bath). 
- .Articles on Building a Greenhouse appeared in 
:\os. 12, U, and 15, and on l>ovetaiHng in Nos. 
L"9 a.nd U S. 

Mandoline and Graining.-W. W. C. (Salfo?·d). 
-Articles on Mandolines appeared in ·woRK, Nos. 
G6 and 153.1. and on Graining in Nos. 55, 58, 62, 65, 69, 
i2, i6, i9, lSJ., 89, 93, 95, 98, J 00, and 103. 

Throttle . valve.- AliiATEUR. -The butterfly 
!.hrottle-va.lve is simpler aud easier to make tllan 
anr other equilibrium valve. I send a sketch of the 
form often used on lar~e engines. A A A is the main 
<:asting, B B the double beat valve moved by the 
a rm, c : >-; 1o: is the valve seating. The steam enters 
trom the stop-va lve, Jo', beltote?~ the two discs of the 
equilibrium >alve, which are very nea rly, t hough 
not absolutely, the same size, since the lower disc 

Equilibrium Throttle-valve combined with Stop-
valve. 

must pass through the upper seating. The butterfly 
for tlie {· b.p. engine is shown in the sheet of 
details on page 328 at Fig. 29. It is provided with a 
central stem, or chucking piece, so as to enable it to 
he turned to ~ in. diameter when at an angle of 
·15 degrees witli the axis. '!'his is all that is necessary 
to make it ~t well enough to stop ~he engine; it is 
not steam-t1ght, and need not be, smce tliere is the 
stop-valve as well.-F. A. M. 

Harmontu m .-C. J. S. (Batte?·sea Park).-If you 
want a coupler to your two-manual harmonium I 
think both key-boards will have to be balanced or 
centre-hung. The section of pan sent would do well 
~or bottom key-board; but I think two manuals 
mvolv~ two separate pans. Be sure to obtain reeds 
of Yarlous scales, and regulate them to di1ferent 
degrees of power, or your instrument will be a. very 
monotonous affair. Messrs. Dawkins, of Charter
llqnse Street, supply narrow and broad reeds, reeds 
w1th curved tongues, as well as special sets for oboe 
m usctte, voix celeste, etc. I give a. seetion as ~ 
suggestion, which only needs explaining that the 
stop levers of lower manual must be of thin brass, 
and that the keys must be reduced to allow them 

1& 

Section ot Two-manual Harmonium. Four 
rows ot Reeds on Lower Manual, two 
rows of Reeds on Upper Manual; S, S, are Swell 
Shades; o, Coupler; T, Space for Stop-action 
for Lower Manual ; W, Wind Trunk; X, where 
fUll Organ may be applied. 

to pasa bct~veen. If. however the action is from 
l;';':ch end, hke an organ, this cutting of the keys 
\\Jllnot be necessary. The section is not to sc.:o.le 
a r~.rl ( /. J . !). IJ!U!it bt? prepared to make a full-sized 
fi r '~~•ng, wh1ch Will not be difficult if he first 
OIJLU.IIl!-1 ur rnakes J?U.ns for the reeds he wishes to 
ww. un<.l keya t?. smt pans·. using the sketch sent as 
a Rtll{lo(WiLion. I he swell doors marked s should be 
• H:I.!•;~L•:rl hy knee levers; and' although 'the upr e 
u.t:lH>H nu~r b(l held by side irons, the wind tl'l•;•l~ 
'"u~t ~><: 1110\'0.hlc. "Grand jcu" mny consist of a 
!·ud_. w1Lh lever~ to act upon the tables at x. '!'his 
I >I ~~ally too l!lr~e a aubJect for "Shop," and there
CoB~ ~'ll. orrusswns n1uat be expected and excused. 

"YVORK. 

stirrup.- MECKANIC. -Your stirrup has been 
examined by a well·known horseman, qualified to 
pronounce an opinion on stirrup improvements, 
and yours in particular. From your inexperience, 
you have not comprehended the fact that one of 
the causes of accidents in the hunting-field is the 
release of the ·foot of the rider from the stirrup at 
"taking off'' or "landing'' at a jump, and, with young 
riders, losing their tread in a stirrup. These acci
dents are so frequent that many patents are taken 
out to retain the foot in the stirrup. The accidents 
from dragging by the foot in a stirrup when thrown 
is of rare occurrence, and need never occur if the 
rider has a. safety stirrup, such a.s wa.s described and 
illustrated in WORK about a. year back (see Index). 
It is both a retaining and releasing stirrup, and with 
spring safety latches on which to hang the stirrup· 
leathers, safety is doubly assured. Even some ot 
the safety latches have the demerit of letting the 
leather slip oft when a. hoi'Sfl rears or rises at a high 
bank, causing the best of horsemen to slide back 
out of his seat on to the ground. In riding, the aim 
should be to keep in tbe saddle, and the feet in the 
stirrups. Unfortunately. your stirrup opens so 
easily that it would be difficult to use it without its 
opening, which is a fatal objection. You should 
read ·• Riding: 'I'he Use and Misuse of Reins and 
Stirrups." 'l'he whole art of horsemanship is con· 
densed comprehensively.-J. C. K. 

Parchment P aper s .-J. S. (.tl.msterdam). - In 
giving the names ot the manufacturers of chromo · 
and parchment papers, it may be mentioned that 
these productions are confined to a few mills in 
Great Britain. To give a. full list of dealers would, 
I am afraid, occupy too much space in WORK. In 
parchment papers there are many makes-real and 
imitation-in the market, and many wholesale 
stationers sell parchment papers of foreign manu
facture. '!'he following are the British makers of 
chromo papers: l>ickinson & Co., Apsley Mill, 
Hemel Hempstead, Hert.s; Olive & Pa.rtington 
Dover Mills, Glossop; Potter & Co., Hollins Mills: 
Darwen; J. & J . Makin, \V all head Mills, .Roch· 
dale: J. Collins, Stoneywood Paper Mill, Denny, 
Stirlingshire; Invex·esk Paper Co., Musselbul'gh, 
Scotland. '!'he English makers of parchment papers 
are the Ekman Pul:Q. and Paper Co., Northfl.eet 
Kent: Rams bottom Paper Mill Go., Ramsbottom; 
near Manchester; Spicer Brothers, 19, New Bridge 
St!'eet , London; Hytbe End Paper Co., Staines, 
:Middlesex; and J. Cropper & Go., Burneside Mills 
Kend~~:l. W estmoreland. .As before stated, the list 
of stat10ners and paper makers' agents in a position 
to supply chromo and parchment papers is so exten
sive th11.t I cannot do better than refer your corres
pondent to "Kelly's Directory of Stationers. 
Paper-makers, etc." Some useful information may 
also be obtained from the "Directory of Paper 
Makers," which contains a list of wholesale 
stationers in London. '!'he publishersareMarcbant 
Singer & Co., St. Ma.ry Axe, E.C.-F. G. ' 

Bo=!' Battery.- J: A. P. (Leicester).-Tha fault 
lllClltH?nCd by rou IS ,one COn~mon to. all primary 
batterh~s. but 1s spec1ally noticeable m some in
cluding those in which bichromate of potash is 
em.ployed. It is a prominent feature in all single· 
!lw<.l cells, put is lessened by using chromic acid 
mste~d of ~lchromat.e of potash. As the box battery 
descr1bed m WoRK, Vol. II .• pp. 591·2, is composed 
of single-fluid cells, it is liable to the fault colllmon 
to all this class, but may bo said t~ be the only one 
that can be used in furnishing current to an electric 
lamp. '!'he current flags shortly after the circuit is 
<?losed through the lamp, because a. film ot hydrogen 
~orms on th~ carbon plates, and thus increases the 
l,ntcrna.lreslstance of the cells. Keepins- the plates 
or the solution in motion washes off th1s film and 
check~ this nuisance, which is named polarisation. 
Severmg the carbon plates with a sharp tool so a.s 
to roughen their surface, will partially mitigate tbie 
fault, but a perfect depolariser for a smgle·fluid cell 
has yet to be discovered.-G. E. B. 

Cement fo-r T infoU.-ELECTRICIAN.-lt you 
think the ordinary flour paste not strong enough 
~ecausc the tinfoil is thick, use good hot thin glue 
mstead of paste. 'l'be adhesive properties of paste 
nnd of glue o.re much enhanced by closely fitting 
~~d ~mooth surfaces. See to it, therefore that the 
fotl 1s made to fit closely and lie smoothiy to the 
wood.-G. E. B. 

Medical Coil.- '\V, T. K. (Darwm).-The core of 
a coil, whether medical or spark coil, must be of 
iron wire. Steel wire is altogether unsuitable Iron 
wire is better than n solid rod of iron. Gt~t and 'study 
the" Induction Coils" articles in WoRK Vol IV-
G. E. B. ' . . 

Chimney· pieces.-OVEN.-Without knowing 
the amount of work you want to do at once it is 
rather difficult to g ive you size of oven. In some 
"~orks they are large enough to contain one hundred 
J?lcces at once .• and may be from 12ft. to 15 ft. long, 
6 ft. to 8 ft. w1de, and 8 ft. to 9ft. high • lined with 
tire-bricks, with arched tops and tigh~tltting iron 
doors. They are heated by a furnace and flues 
llDder the floor. 'fhe temperature will be from so~ 
to 120,. If you only want to experiment, and if you 
luwe not done any of this work before, I should 
recommend you to make a. small oven similar to 
sk.etcp, about 1 ft. 6 in. squa.Fe inside. .A ftl'rnace 
;-~1~h li'On door and grate bars 1s formed underneath. 
I ~ts should be one brick thick, lined with fire. 
bt:1ck above the bars, the furnace covered with a 
3 l!l· fire lump, and the oven built on this with fire· 
brteks-half brick thick, if inside: if outside make 
it one brick thick, so as to retain the heat. An iron 
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door is fixed at one side, and two small holes aboYc 
fitted with plugs, so that you can insert a thermo
meter. Cover tl)c top with a. fire lump, nnd canv
the .flue from furnace up one side of oven, anil. 
connect to a chimney. It you have .no chimney 
near, an iron stove-pipe or some sanitaty pipes m a~· 
be used. The materials for this will cost about 
£210s. You would most likely build it yourself: H 
not, it might cost 10s. H you want to do something 
larger, you can make the even longer, but it will be 
better not to increase the width, as fire lumps are 
cheaper than arching. 'l'be materials for making 
the enamel may be purchased f1·om a wholesale 
chemist, the address of whom you may obtain from 
any local chemist, or from a dil·ectory. 1 suppose 
you know how to mix them, a.s you will ha\·e little 
chance of success it you do not, the mixing being a 
trade secret. '!'he slates are first polished till 

Small Oven Sketch. 

smooth, then coated with enamel, and dried in the 
oven ; then ground a second and third time, and 
coated each time. A!tel· the third time they a1·c 
P.Oiished with rotten-stone. If yon want to go into 
1t as a business, your best plan will be to advertise 
for a. competent mo.nager. and erect the woJ·!ts 
under his supervision. 1'he following are so111c 
proportions for enamels, but I cannot guarant~e 
them: Calcined tlint (ground), 3 parts; 1ninium, •! 
parts ; nitre, 2 parts ; and borax, 1 part. ]!'or blul'. 
add to this 1 or 2 parts of oxide of col)alt to 10. 
Green : 1 or 2 parts of oxide of chromium to r;. 
Violet : peroxiae of manganese, 1 or Z parts to ~0. 
Yellow: chloride of silver, 1 or 2 parts to 6. Black : 
oxide of copper, oxide of cobalt, and oxide of man· 
ganese, 1 or 2 parts to 15 parts of the first.-M. 

Small Portable Forge.- J. B. ( Carrick·on-Sea). 
-It is with great difficulty that I can decipher man)· 
parts of your letter, so that you will excuse me if I 
fail to interpret your meaning aright. In the firs t 
place, you ask if the forge described (pages 705, 700, 
No. 149) would weld 1 in. square iron bar. I should 
certainly advise you not to try. If you put a great 
weight on the top of bellows, and worked very ho.r<.l 
at the handle, you might be able to clo so. but even 
then it would be a. great strain on the framework 
and nozzle, and would Yery soon wear the ma9hine 
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Air Tube and Fittings for PortaJle Forge. 

away. For bending and forming 1 in. iron bar. I 
have no doubt it would be all sulticicnt, but cer
tainly not for welding two pieces together as yon 
seem to require. Your next question is, Should not 
the nozzle be higher 1 I have not specified any 
height from the bottom of tray, so you mar plnce it 
to suit your requirements. If you are goin"' to treat 
rather large work, you migllt ho.ve it highe1· t hnn 
shown; but for small work it is plenty high enough. 
Of course.~ if you have a flre-cltl.y brick bottom, as r 
suggestea. in my article. the height will be of no 
consequence, a.s the brick will withstand any 
amount of heat. You are mistaken about the fuel 
to use. Breeze is by no means ashes, a.s you say, but 
v-ery fine dry coal. Your nc:xt question is how to 
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bend the tnbc to ~hapc, ancl keep it in order. In 
ortlcr to bl' IHl the t u he to the required shape, you 
lnnst hcn.t it. to a good 1·cd heat (not white), a.nd then 
<iliCnch the t'nd for nbout J. in. in '''atet·, and bend 
round the anvil nose to the requit·ed shape. 'fhis 
!'onnc\s very easy, but requires great care not to 
Ji;ttten the tube in the operation. Your next sug. 
,::cstion i!:! with regard to ha\·ing plugs for cleaning 
the t.llbc. 'l'he !tri·•tn~tement is a good one, but on a 
HIHa ll forge, such as I h1we de~;cribed, it is ho..rdly 
lleccssary, ns cinders are not very lio..ble to get 
down the nozzle. In case, however, you wish to 
make your forge with such an arrangement, I give 
a rough sketch of tube and fittings. A, A, are two 
fonr-1\'ay iron gM elbows, tapped ut each opening 
for } in. iron gu.spipe ; c c is the ·} in. iron pipe to 
l'Onvey t.he ch·aught: 13, n, n. D, o..refoursquarc-headed 
plugs t.o screw into the open ends of elbows, so as to 
!>c ea~tly rcmo,•cd for cle~ming; n, p, are two long 
'\'on mpples screwed outstde to fit 1nto the elbows, 
t tc t_op one fi~tiug through the back nut, trn.y band, 
~utd m to tl~e 1ron nozzle. and the botto~1 one fi tting 
mto the nuddle board of bellows. I tlunk this w11l 
be about. plain enough for you to understt•ncl. \Vith 
refcrente to the forge made by the Britannia Com
pany, ot Colchester, I have not seen their list, so 
cannot advise {ou. If you send them a legibly 
written lett.er, have no doubt they will give you 
full particulars.-CYCLOPS. 

lll.- QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO REA.DF:RS. 
• .• 1'he attent·ion an(l CO·<•per<ttion o[1·eaders of WoRK aTe 

i 1witeil for this sect·ion. of " Shop." 

Setting Tiles.-PEN writes :- "Will someone 
kindly instruct me, through \VoRK, how to fix tiles 
round a sink-stone 1 Please give aJl details." 

Fretwork.-\V. J . H . (Shepton .iYlallet) writes:
.. \Vill any kind retLder of WORK inform me of a 
bnrer for fretwork 1"- (Any fancy dealer in any 
town would be disposed to consider photo frames 
and the like, if the price suited him. Look up t.he 
naUles rmd addresses of fancy trades dealers in the 
directories. 1\:leo..nwhile, buyers should advertise 
their addresses in \VonK.- En.) 

Ice.-J. J. McQ. (Drooheda) writes as to the best 
way for keeping ice when one has not got a re
frigerator. 

Armou't'.-C. J. F. (Eastbow·ne) writes:- " Will 
any reader of \Vo.RK give me the addr"Csses of 
makers of suits of decorative armour~ In London 
preferred." 

F. T. Monogram.-E . A. T. (B1t?-nham) writes:
" i\Iay I ask if any reader of \VoRK would kindly 
gi\·e me a monogram of the letters F. '1'. for paint
ing on a box 1" 

Stereoscope.-F. (Bedford) writes:-" Can any 
fellow subscriber tell me how to make the interior 
nncl exterior of a good stereoscope, to hold, say, fifty 
slides: one that would, by the turning of a knob or 
bntton, bring another view before the eye1 I saw 
one several years ago, and would much like to make 
such a thing. Also, where could the lenses be got 1 
.A working drawing would be m uch appreciated." 

Mackintosh Stains.-J. H. M. (Co.Meath) writes: 
- · · ·would any of your readers kindly let me kno~' 
the best way to remoYe st<'l.ins f1·om a white water
proof coat mackintosh 1 I fear soap would injure 
the texture.'' 

Copper Surface.- W. H. (Londonderry) w1·ites: 
-"Would someone kindly give me a wrinkle to 
obtain a reddish-pink colour on the polished surface 
of copper 1" 

Swing Cot.-W. P. F. (Wellington) writes:
" \\'ould any fellow reader of \VoRK kindly give 
me instructions how to make a swing cot 1 I want 
to make it all of wood (red deal), and stain and 
varnish it. \V hat I want to know is: what, size ar.d 
kiucl of joints, whether smaller in the bottom than 
on the top, and what height the hood ought to be; 
a lso, what sort of bearings to rest upon. I have 
directions for making stand-No. 122, Vol. Ill.'' 

P.H. P. Monogram.-VuLCANwrites :-"I should 
he obliged for the initials P. H. P. I wish to carve 
them in relief, so as to stand about ! in. off the 
work. '' 

Working Model.-APPRENTICE CARPE8TER 
writes:-" \Vould any reader of \ ·VonK tell me how 
to make a model steer itself so that it would. come 
back again, supposing it were a large lake1" 

Movable Shed.-AMATEUR MECli.\NIC writes: 
- "I want to build a movable shed in sections. to 
rest on brick-work foundation ; dimensions: 20ft. 
long, 12 ft. wide, 7 ft. high at eM•es, and 11 ft. at 
l'idi{e. Will one of your readers kindly !fiVe me the 
proper scantling of timber for uprights, SillS, rafters, 
to onsure stability without unnecessarily adding to 
the weight·? 'l'o be roofed nncl covered wi th corru· 
;.:nted sheets. Also, t he best size to make the 
sections for con\7 enience in moving. I thought 
a bout 6ft. by 7ft. A lso. the best wny t.o frame and 
bolt the corner sections toget.hcr, and if the roof 
c;m be made in sections ttlso, so ns not to nnil 
rafters to wall-pln.te. \Vould angle-irons to fix 
rl\f ters to upright 11.n<l pla te be strong enough for o.. 
lmilding of t.his size, and at. what distance should 
they be fixed 1 I shall mo1·tisa all the framewot·k ; 
und I am rather in a difficul ty as to the strength 
nn <l best mode of proccecling with mortises and 
tenons at t.ltc corners (as the house is to be movable). 
Any other hints1 or sketch. will oblige. "Will the 
roof require a tle·beam or rod, or more than ona1 
and are 24-gauge sheets heavy enough 1" 

Plant Propagator.-BARRA, writes:-" I shall 
feel obliged if some reader would give me, through 
Shop, details of how to make a propagator for 
raismg plants from seeds, etc., with dimensions and 
a few working plans." 

• I V.-QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY CORRESPONDENTS. 
Working Drawings.- M. (Bishop_ Auckland) 

writes to CEYLONESE COLOMBO (see No. 153, page 
782) :- "You will most likely obtain these from 
some of the following books: • Cast and Wrought 
Iron Bridges,' by Wm. Humber; • Bridge Con
struction,' hy W. D. Haskell; 'Trusses of Wood 
and Iron,' by W . Gritllths; • Iron Bridges,' by F. 
Campin; 'Cranes,' by J . Glynn, from Crosby 
Lock wood &. Son ; • Bridges,' by H. Haupt; • Long 
Span Railway Bridges,' by B. Baker ; • Bridges,' 
by J. W. Grover; 'Bridges,' by R. H. Bow; 
' Cro..nes,' by H. R. Toune, from Spon, Strand ; 
• Pattern Book for Cabinet-Makers,' from Batstord, 
High Holborn." 

Model Boiler. -M. (Bishop Auckland) writes 
toP. E. G. (Gnat Bridge) (see No. 155, page 8U) :-

Section o! Boiler Setting. 

"I send sketch for setting boiler. Use fire-brick 
above the bars, and form a bridge at the back end 
of bars, and carry a. flue to the cliimney,'' 

Saw. - W. vV. (Caverton) writes :-" If E. 'J'""-. 
(B01'01tgh, S.E.) turns up WORK, Vol. III., No. 126, 
he will tlod all he requires to make a. saw like the 
one I have." 

Upholstery.-M. (Bishop Auckland) writes to 
V. L. (Bayswater) (see ~o. 153, page 781) :- ·• • The 
Upholsterers' Pattern Book,' price 6s., gives instruc
tions for cutting and making mantel-boards, over
doors, window and bed drapery." 

Corrosion in Steam Boilers.-G. T. (~Iaindee) 
writes to AJAX (see No. 151, page 750), inviting 
him to test 'I' weedy's boiler composition. 

Glass Tubes.-H. B. S. (Liverpool) writes to 
DROFSABA (see No. 156, page 830) :-"You ask for 
address of glass blower wlio will supply glass rod, 
tube, etc. I doubt whether you will get such 
address. You can get the tube rod, etc., from any 
dealer in chemical apparatus. I have always found 
Burgoyne & Uo., of Coleman Street, E.C., '<ery 
moderate in their ebargoes. '.rhe price of tube and 
rod is about ls. per lb. Chemical and physical 
apparatus may also be obtained there. I have no 
address of manufacturer of these glass things in 
England. Most of those who supply apparatus are 
put down as manufacturers, but whether they are 
so or not I cannot say. They are mostly made in 
Germany.'' 

Bookcase.-M. (Bishop Auckland) writes to R . 
S. (Cho?'ley) (see No. 154, page 798) :-"I send 
sketch of bookcase hinged in the centre; when 

Centre-hinged Plain Bookcase. 

folded to be fastened with two hasps and lock. I f 
not suitable, if you write again, givin~ more par
ticulars, I will send you another s!Cetch.' 

Electric Motor.-M. (Bishop .A·uclcland) writes 
to C. H. ( C:le1·kenwell) (see No. 155, page 814) :
.. Your best plan will be to get a. set of castings for 
the motor ft·om some electrician, the addresses of 
several of which h!lve been given in ~ORK; th.ey 
will supply you w1th the wue. and g1ve you m
strnctions for making. If you have no lathe~ you 
had better get the armature turned ready ana the 
commutator fitted. You will require one of suitable 
size for driving a sewing-machine. Would it not be 
better to light the lamp direct from the battery1" 

Amber.- D. (Holvrood) writes to S. M. A. D. A. 
(Tunb1·idqe W ells) (see No.154, page 798) :-"I un
fortunately broke an amber mouthpiece short oft' at 
the thread. I fonnd that I could drill the amber 
readily by slightl·y wainning the drill, and tap the 
thread in by also slightly warming tap, letting tap 
remain in until amber hardens again. If too hot, 
amber will .spoil." 
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Oil Ltght.- D. (Bol1/l"ood} writes, in reply G' 
G. C. IPendleton) (see No. lM, page 798) :
"The Wells oil light, and others of a. similar make. 
depend on pressure of air or steam forcing the oil 
through a burner, which is so constructed as to 
partially, at any rateJ vaporise the oil by the heat of 
tbe flame itself berore it issues from mouth of 
burner. To start it, of course burner requires to be 
heated by an independent flam~. The vaporised oil 
burns readily witli a large powerful light. It is only 
suitable for large powers and outside use." 

Adhering Compositlon.-M. (Bi.~hop Auck
land) writes to F . W. (South Darenth) (see No. 152, 
page 765) :-"You might try Prout's elastic glue.'' 

Softening Indtarubber and Metals. - M. 
(Bishop Auckland) writes to LunoviCus (see No. 
154, page 798) :-"You will find a good description 
of'Indiarubber Stamp Making in Nos. 38 and 40." 

Cottage Architecture.-M. (Bishop ..4. uclcland) 
writes to DORKIN' (see No. 157, page 14) :-"The fol· 
!owing would, perhaps, suit you: • Cottage Building.' 
by C. B . .Allu.n, price Is. 6d. (Crosby Lockwood & 
Co.): Pa.lliser's • Model Homes,' 5s. ; or ·Cottages,' 
by W. S. Gerhard, 48. (Spon).'' 

Leather Work.-J. H. H. (Robert Town) writes, 
-in answer to J . B. M. (Blairgowrie) (~ee No. 156, 
p. 830) :-"Leather work is a work which would be 
difficult to learn by book. You should write to 
W. H. Wood, Ashton Clough Road, Liversedge, for 
information as to materials, etc.'' 

Magnetlsm.-EDDIFRA writes to BEGI:s'NER (see 
No. 152, page 765} :-"Bars of steel may be ma~netised 
by inserting them in a. hollow bobbin of thm wood 
wound with several layers of thick copper wire. 
A powerful current is then sent through the wire, 
contact being made and broken several times. 
They can also be magnetised by stroking with the 
poles of a powerful electro-magnet.'' 

Ornamental Brass Castings.-A. G. (Sheffield) 
writes toJ. P . (.dccrinpton) (see No.152. page 765) :
"For these, apply to Messrs. Horton & Son, Brass 
Works, Bailey Street, Shetlield." 

.. Mill Bllls.-AN OLD HAND writes to ·w. H. J. 
(see No. 155, page 814) :-"Mill bills. or mill picks, 
require very careful forging; any increase of tem
perature above a. blood-red is detrimental to the 
quality of the steel. When carefully forged down 
to the required thinness. you n1ay heat them to a 
blood-red, and quench t.hem quickly in the follow
ing : three gaJlons water, 1 oz. of oil of vitl'iol, 2 oz. of 
common soda, and, sayi a tablespoonful of salt. Let 
the bills remain in unti t.hey are cold. If the stones 
are French burrs, the following is very good: three 
gallons water, 3 oz. each of spirit nitre, S).)irit 
hartshorn. white vitriol, sal-ammpniae, alum ; add a 
handful of sa.lt, and use as above." 

V.-LETI'ERS RECEIVED. 
Qneatlona have been received froru tbe following corres

pondents, a.ndanewers only a.wnitapace in s:aor. upon which 
there ie grea~ pre•11•re :-C. E. w. (Letd8l: H. A. H. <Challten~>); 
Ali'ATBUR LITHO.; G.J. S (.d.?'UIIcUI); J . H. (Letd8): CAP.A·l'IK: 
CO:<STA.liT RKADER; J. E. (Harr9gate); J. E. B.IButterwick); 
H. & S. CM<tnchester): L. S. & SONS (Redditchl; V. L. (b't. 
Leonard's-tm·Stal; D. W. H. (T.-edegarl : J. J. T. (Liverpool); 
J,UDLOW; S. k .1. CLiulnl>!lldel; IJ. E. E. (Mild.tnaiJ Park): ~·D. 
(Gateahead-on-Tvne>; S. & Co. (London, E.O.I; X. Y. Z. (L•ver
pool) ; A. M. ( GIMginD); S. R. ( Withington) : F . M. CLon•lon; : 
ANXIOUS; A J,ADY RUDER OP " WORK "; F. T. IStokt-<nL· 
T.-tnt); E. B. (London)) ; S. M. A. (London): W. C. CB<tnburp) ; 
W. ,J, (Bi.-kenhe®l; W. B. (l!lew,W>~ Hroth.); W. H. <Lecdsl; 
ANXIOUR; .AMATEUR; H. G. (Le!CI$haml: A. E. S. (Gla.spow): 
,T. K. C.llradfO?'d); G. A. H. (Lttd61; M. I. N. E.: INCLil<K 
DRAKRSlLA~·; A YO'ONG RRAD'IlR: YULCAN; A. B. C. tDarting
tonl: E. p, (SouthampUn~): W. C. G. (Bvwe.s Park); Q. J. D. (Fai>·
j!.eld): J. 0. R. (Cul1'088); ll:ORRIO; A . W. J. (Phtpps 6't.): H. n. 
t fo'inslnJ.rv P<trk): G. C. cLmJQton); J. E. S. (LevW>••tont) ; H. S. 
(Pimfico); T. E. lL (Leeds). 

SALE AND EXCHANGE. 
Victor Cycle Co., Grimsby, sell Mail-<:art Wheels and 

Parts. . l4 R 

Lettering and Slgn-Wrltlng made Eaay.
Aiso full-size diagrams for marking out eight alphabets, 
only zs.-F. CouLTHAR01 Darlington Street, Bath. 100 
Decorators' Stencils (6o large 'sheets), zs. 6d. 

Fret , Carving, and Repousse Patterns.
too of e1ther, full-size, xs.; 35 Fret Photo Frames, zs. ; 3!> 
Fret Brackets, zs. ; 100 Si'gn-writer's Stencils, IS, ; ~oo 
Turning Designs, zs. ; -400 small Stencils, IS. ; soo Shields, 
Monograms, &c., xs., postage free.- F. CouLTHARD, Dar
Jington Street, Bath (late Bournemouth). [2 s 

Cycle Fittings, mail-cart wheels and shafts, mitre
cuttmg machines and cramps.-WALKER BRos., Welling
ton Road, Leeds. (3 R 

Buyers of Gas or Steam Emdnes, Machinerv, and 
Tools should call at Britannia Co., xoo, Houndsditch, 
Lond~n, or send zd. for the Tool and Machinery Register, 
containing 41000 lots wanted and for sale. Ac!dress
REGISTBR; Britannia Co., Colchester. (8 K 

Caplatzl's Matchless Technical Collections 
embrace most things electrical, optical, mechanical, chemi
cal, J?hOt'>graphic, models, materials. Catalogues, zd.
Chemes Street, Bedford Square., [9 R 

The Climax Screw-chasing Lathe Attach• 
ment for 3 to 6 in. foot lathe~. Enables a novice t? cut 
perfectly true threads of any p1tch from 8 10 30 per mch; 
seen working. Price 57s. 6d.-DRIISSER, Swan Cycle 
Works, Lewis Grove, Lewisham, S. E. [ n R 

FretworkDesigns.-zzlarge Brackets, Photo Frames, 
WheelbatTows, etc., xs. xd.; -40 small, 7d. Saws from t~d. 
dozen, xs. 2d. gross. Lists free.-TAVLOR's Fretworkeries, 
Blackpool. [14 R 

Water Motors, from ss. each; ~·h .-p., price zos.; list, 
stamp.-WALTON, 91 Queen Anne St. , Stoke·on·Trent. [2 S 

' 
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